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As the last leaves of autumn fall to 
the ground, and the earth quiets itself 
with a crisp blanket of snow, winter 
is an opportunity for meditation and 
rejuvenation. While the landscape 
rests, you, too, can unwind, reflect, 
and reenergize. Perhaps you’re looking 
forward to a mug of hot cocoa, a cozy 
blanket, or the twinkling lights of your 
neighborhood. Truly, this season is much 
more than a few bone-chilling months—
rather, it’s a time of incredible joy and 
contemplation. Notice the ethereal 
beauty around you, and imagine the 
possibilities for the year to come.
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p.57

  scouting
 36 Prismatic accessories, terrific trivets, 

white-hot winter makeup tips, and 
HATCH’s stunning new SoHo studio. 

  decorating
 66 a family affair Emily Current + Meritt 

Elliott team up to make Jessica Alba’s 
daughters’ dream rooms a reality.

 74 cultivated consignment The founder  
of Décor NYC takes us on a tour of his 
vintage showroom in the heart of the 
Flatiron District.

 76 peter fasano's custom creations Peter Fasano, the 
authority on hand-painted fabrics and wallcoverings, 
explains the inspiring printing process that takes 
place at his design studio in Great Barrington, 
Massachusetts.

 80 design life The vice president of product  
design for Bunny Williams fashions a small  
space perfect for gatherings with friends.

  in every issue
 16 editor’s letter
 24 we went nuts for
 26 destination
 30 editors’ cravings
 98 the antiquarian
 182 giving back
 184 makes us happy

p.77

  

OUR SHOPPING 
CREDO

Our goal is to make it 
easy for you to buy 

what you love. Many of 
the items we feature on 
each page are available 
for purchase at domino.

com. Some pieces, 
particularly those in 

people’s homes, are one 
of a kind or no longer 

available. In these cases, 
we try to offer a  
similar object. 

p. 38
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decorating, cont’d

p. 128
p. 146
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no further obligation unless we receive 
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 86 candace wheeler’s catskills cottage 
Interior decorator Amanda Reynal 
carefully updates a design icon’s 
mountainside retreat. 

 90 unexpected centerpieces 
Turn everyday objects into innovative 
holiday tablescapes with ease.

 96 thinking outside the box (spring)  
Blogger and DIY diva Jenny Komenda 
teaches us how to beat the boring box spring. 

  entertaining
 101 fireside chat Interior designer 

Julie Jasmin gathers her friends for 
tasty treats around a roaring bonfire.

 106 supper club Timothy Brown 
invites pals over to his New York 
City pad for a savory Sunday meal. 

 110 uptown social Celebrating her new Manhattan 
gallery space, art enthusiast Blair Voltz Clarke 
hosts a fashionable wintertime lunch.

  features
132 soul mates Five sets of interior trendsetters, 

who also happen to be best friends, dish about 
their mutual affection and love of design.

 142 factory girl Joana Avillez’s 
downtown digs are a testament to her 
innovative character and family history.

 148 living an artist’s life With her fearless flair for 
bold color and texture, Mary Nelson Sinclair 
creates an inventive place to call home in Brooklyn.

 156 form + function Designers Jolene and 
Ben Kraus’s California home is a cozy, 
light-filled oasis for their growing family. 

 162 safe harbor Rajaie Khoury invites domino into his 
historical Hamptons retreat outfitted with comfortable 
furnishings and his favorite antique pieces.

 168 beat niche Artist Mark Jay Freedman’s 
Goldens Bridge home represents both his 
eclectic sensibility and his affinity for nature. 

 176 cool ranch The design duo behind Hernandez 
Greene gives an heirloom-filled California 
homestead a contemporary upgrade.

p.181

p.173

special section
116 gift guide Our team hunted down 

the season’s top finds to compile 
your ultimate holiday wish list.
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editor’s letter

caroline biggs  - C H I E F  W R I T E R

kerry moore  - J U N I O R  E D I T O R

michael wiltbank  - P H O T O G R A P H E R

michelle r. nacionales  - D E S I G N  D I R E C T O R

brittany s. chevalier  - M A N A G I N G  E D I T O R

elaina sullivan  - M A R K E T  E D I T O R 

“Too much of a good thing 
       can be wonderful” –Mae West 

“Try to pet every dog you see.”

“Smarter, not harder.”

“Good is the enemy of great.”

WE ASKED OUR TEAM: 

What words do you live by?

“There is no growth in a comfort zone 
          and no comfort in a growth zone.”

What are YOUR words to live by?
SHARE THEM WITH @DOMINOMAG ON TWITTER OR 
INSTAGRAM WITH THE HASHTAG #LIVEBYDOMINO. 

“The willingness to show up changes us. 
      It makes us a little braver each time.”
        –Brené Brown, Daring Greatly

–Voltaire
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on the cover

Alba shares a laugh with Current (left) and Elliott at her Los Angeles home. 

jessica alba’s 

 family portrait 

Scallop Statement pinboard 

by Emily + Meritt  

$229 pbteen.com

When we learned that Emily Current and Meritt Elliott—the dynamic duo 

behind Emily + Meritt—were designing the rooms of Jessica Alba’s two 

daughters with items from their new PBteen collection, we knew that the 

spaces’ soft textures and playful accents would form an atmospheric backdrop 

for the cover of our winter issue. Plus, given the rare opportunity to photograph 

Alba—a quintessential domino woman and multitalented bombshell—with 

Honor, 7, Haven, 4, and her friends Current and Elliott in her Los Angeles home, 

it became crystal clear that we would fall in love with our winter cover.

Wanting to create personal surroundings 

where Alba’s daughters could play, learn, 

and dream, Current and Elliott successfully 

translated their vision into “big-girl rooms.” 

Both mother and daughters feel cozy in 

the elegant spaces with color palettes 

and furnishings that are both refined 

and youthful—perfect for creative young 

women of any age. “What I love about 

using this collection in the girls’ rooms is 

that the pieces are fun and whimsical but 

still sophisticated,” says Alba. “It connects 

with the girls’ style and it appeals to my 

sensibility, too.”

CHAISE by Emily + Meritt $1,199 pbteen.

com DRAPES pom-pom blackout in natural linen 

by Emily + Meritt $89–$119 pbteen.com PILLOW 

leopard lumbar by Emily + Meritt $39 pbteen.com

SKIRT Painterly Plaid Julien $648 katespade.

com TOP L/S funnel in nude spandex jersey 

$169 ateaoceanie.com

A refined way to display 
children's artwork!

This skirt is from Kate Spade’s 
exclusive Madison Ave. collection!
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contributors

TESSA NEUSTADT 

Neustadt is an interiors and 

lifestyle photographer living in 

Highland Park, California. She 

frequently works with designer 

friends Emily Henderson and 

Amber Lewis, shooting curated 

content for companies like 

Anthropologie and Target. Her 

work can be found in her online 

print shop and various boutiques 

throughout Los Angeles.

MICHAEL LUCAS 

Lucas is a New York City–based 

photographer who enjoys observing, 

capturing, and revealing distinct and 

everyday moments in his quest. From 

Montana to Colorado, from the shores 

of Indonesia to the heart of Africa and 

India, he always finds a story to tell.

NINA CHOI 

Choi is a New York City–based 

photographer whose commercial 

work embodies a diverse 

range, including architecture, 

travel, still life, food, and 

fashion. Her work has been 

featured in publications such as 

Architectural Digest, Condé Nast 

Traveler, and Vanity Fair. When 

not on assignment, Choi can be 

found globe-trotting in search of 

perfect waves and hangin’ five 

with her rat terrier, Star.

JOY SOHN  

Sohn travels the globe 

photographing private 

worlds and fascinating 

people. Based in New York 

City and Northern Italy, 

she enjoys playing electric 

guitar, collecting cowboy 

boots, and listening to Led 

Zeppelin in her free time.

JOSHUA GREENE AND 

KATRINA HERNANDEZ

Hernandez Greene, founded by 

Katrina Hernandez and Joshua 

Greene, is an interior design firm 

based in New York City. Its hallmark 

is ultra-sophisticated interiors 

characterized by a refined sense 

of color, texture, and pattern. With 

projects ranging from modern to 

traditional, Hernandez Greene 

crafts stylish yet comfortable 

environments tailored to each client. 
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 we went   
  nuts for...

p.119

A 
VISIONARY 

VOLUME

9

p.48

 AN ELECTRIC 

CHARGE 

6

p.126

A GILDED 

BAR ESSENTIAL    

8

p.126

PAN-FRIED 
PERFECTION

3

p.184

A

SEASONED 
SCONCE

7

p.124

A POSH

PRESS

2
p.129

  A POUCH 
WITH PUNCH

1
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OF ENV Y
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p.50

 A  TRENDY 

TRIVET    

5

p.32

 A  BUCOLIC 

BASIC  

4
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photographs by MICHAEL LUCAS

text by BRITTANY S. CHEVALIER

Leave your galoshes and 

worries at home this winter 

and head to one of the most 

posh (yet unassuming) 

islands in the Caribbean.

tranquil tides + 
sensuous surroundings

domino.com26 WINTER 2015
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1

eddy’s
RUE SAMUEL FAHLBERG, GUSTAVIA,

+590-590-27-54-17

Meander and disappear into Eddy’s 
garden sanctuary right in the heart of 
Gustavia. This original French-Asian-
Creole fusion hot spot is ideal for 
vacationers with a refined palette for 
flavorful food. Dive into the savory 
lentil salad and tender seafood 
entrées while enjoying the open-air 
and casually chic setting.

le grain de sel
ROUTE DE SALINE, +590-590-52-46-05

Just steps from Saline Beach, domino’s 
favorite St. Barths restaurant offers an 
inventive variety of Caribbean-inspired 
specialties prepared by chef Eddy 
Coquin. Place your order for the chicken 
sautéed in creamy coconut sauce and the 
mouthwatering chocolate cake à la mode.

l’esprit 
ANSE DE GRANDE SALINE, +590-590-52-46-10

A divine alfresco culinary experience 
well worth the drive, l’esprit is known 
for traditional French fare and friendly 
service. This eatery’s savory menu, 
featuring delights such as beef tenderloin 
and foie gras with mango, has been a 
favored choice for the past 20 years.

3

4

WHERE TO STAY

le guanahani 
GRAND CUL-DE-SAC, 800-216-3774; 
leguanahani.com
Situated on a private peninsula between 
the Marigot Bay and Grand Cul-de-Sac 
beaches, this picturesque resort boasts 
18 acres of captivating Creole-style 
cottages, two swimming pools, and four 
gourmet eateries. Once you set foot on 
Guanahani’s magnificent property, you 
won’t ever want to leave. 

hotel le village de st. jean
COLLINE DE ST. JEAN, 800-651-8366; 
villagestjeanhotel.com
At the Hotel Le Village de St. Jean, the 
exquisite poolside view is reason enough 
to stay at this moderately priced gem! 
Just minutes away from the island’s 
airport and most popular beaches, this 
luxurious mountainside hideaway comes 
complete with an expansive vista and 
cool, laid-back vibes. 

WHERE TO EAT

tamarin
ROUTE DE SALINE, +590-590-29-27-74; 
tamarinstbarth.com
This serene dining favorite near Saline 
Beach got its name from the impressive 
tamarind tree situated in the middle of 
lush botanical surroundings. Famous 
for its Sunday brunch, Tamarin also 
provides impeccable service, a peaceful 
ambiance, and unfussy, delicious food.

o’corail
PLAGE DE GRAND CUL-DE-SAC, +590-590-

29-33-27; st-barths.com/ocorail
A relaxing shack-style spot on the 
shores of Grand Cul-de-Sac Beach, 
O’Corail serves up a traditional menu of 
Creole-inspired dishes, featuring fresh 
seafood and artisanal rum cocktails 
(infused on the premises!). Wander up 
for a beachside lunch accompanied by 
cooling ocean breezes.

restaurant le santa fé
ROUTE DE LURIN, +590-590-27-61-04

Recognized as the oldest restaurant 
on the island, Le Santa Fé is a favorite 
spot of locals and annual visitors alike. 
Whether you’re craving mahi-mahi 
brochettes or Provençal-style lamb 
chops, you cannot go wrong with this 
traditional French eatery. It doesn’t hurt 
that the service is exceptional and the 
patio overlooking Gouverneur Beach is 
positively breathtaking. 

5

6

1 L’ESPRIT
2 VILLAGE DE ST. JEAN

3 FRESH FISH SKEWERS AT O’CORAIL  
4 RESTAURANT LE SANTA FÉ  5 COLORFUL 

LE GUANAHANI DETAIL  6 ENTRANCE OF LE GUANAHANI 



SITES & ATTRACTIONS

anse de grand fond beach 
ANSE DE TOINY 

If you’ve traveled to St. Barths with outdoor 
activity in mind, this is your spot—a rocky 
terrain located on the southeast side of 
the island. Get active with a hike along the 
eastern trail to reach an incredible view of 
the island’s natural tidal pools. 

shell beach 
GUSTAVIA  

A small bathing oasis within walking 
distance of Gustavia’s central shopping 
district, this hangout is also known as 
Anse de Grands Galets and offers views 
of Lurin’s steep cliffs. As its name implies, 
Shell Beach is a superb spot for collecting 
shells, rocks, and other natural souvenirs. 
Be sure to stop at beachside restaurant 
Do Brazil for a glass (or two) of rosé and 
grilled tuna steak.  

saline beach 
ANSE DE GRANDE SALINE 

The perfect option for those looking to 
abandon civilization: trappings such as 
restaurants and clothing vendors are left 
behind on this dreamy stretch of walkable 
sand nestled directly between Gouverneur 
and Grand Fond beaches. 

flamands beach 
ANSE DES FLAMANDS 

This picture-perfect stretch of white 
sand on the north side of the island is 
a swimming and family-friendly beach. 
Noticeably less busy than classic beaches 
like St. Jean, Flamands still features the 
convenience of multiple eateries and hotels.

clarins spa 
(at le guanahani hotel) 

GRAND CUL-DE-SAC, 800-216-3774; 
leguanahani.com 
Opened in 2004, Le Guanahani’s 
sumptuous spa provides the best in beauty 
and massage options with products and 
techniques created exclusively by the 
celebrated French skin-care brand Clarins. 
Featuring an adults-only swimming 
pool and private relaxation areas, it is 
the quintessential place to unwind and 
decompress on your island getaway.

8

7

7 ROADSIDE NEAR ANSE DE GRAND FOND 
BEACH  8 SUNSET OVER THE OCEAN  9 A 
MOKE, THE ISLAND'S SIGNATURE VEHICLE   
10 BEACHSIDE  11 FRENCH INDIES DESIGN   
12 RUE DU GÉNÉRAL DE GAULLE  13 BIJOUX 
DE LA MER  14 THE PORT OF GUSTAVIA

9

10

Ravenna sun hat in natural/turquoise/ 

electric blue by Sol A Mer  

$157.50 domino.com/winter15

Don't forget to pack a  
    chic reversible, rollable hat!
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11

12

13

14

WHERE TO SHOP

vanita rosa 
RUE OSCAR II, GUSTAVIA, +590-590-52-43-25; 
vanitarosa.com 
The bright, bubbly pink exterior will 
lure you into this stylish boutique 
located on Gustavia’s happening Rue 
Oscar II. It’s a favorite stop for elegant, 
fashion-forward women searching for 
comfortable resort wear. 

donale 
RUE OSCAR II, GUSTAVIA, +590-590-29-22-65 

A not-to-be-missed stop and recent 
addition to the island, Donale has 
an ethereal vibe inspired by the 
owner’s love of rustic accessories 
and handmade threads.

poupette 
RUE DE LA RÉPUBLIQUE, GUSTAVIA,  

+590-590-27-94-49; poupettestbarth.com 
Offering designer bathing suits, 
sarongs, and popular ladies’ 
silk boxer shorts, Poupette is 
synonymous with colorful, laid-
back clothing and accessories 
skillfully constructed with 
materials and prints inspired by 
the island’s natural surroundings. 

french indies design 
RUE JEANNE D’ARC, GUSTAVIA, +590-590-

519-519; frenchindiesdesign.com 
Housed in a classic St. Barths mansion 
known as Le Brigantin, French Indies 
Design is the foremost destination for 
modern, island-inspired interiors. Under 
the direction of Karine Bruneel, designer 
of the Tamarin restaurant’s interiors, the 
shop offers a selection of modern decor 
and accessories made in the authentic 
couture tradition.

les artisans 
RUE DU GÉNÉRAL DE GAULLE, GUSTAVIA, 

+590-590-27-50-40 

Located in new digs, this dual space 
functions as both an art gallery and a 
jewelry store. With many pieces designed 
by owners Albert Yaphet and Jo-Anne 
Quetel as well as local artists, the array of 
reasonably priced jewelry for women and 
men will satisfy all souvenir seekers. 

bijoux de la mer  
RUE DE LA RÉPUBLIQUE, GUSTAVIA,  

+590-590-52-37-68; bijouxdelamersbh.com  
This family-owned business set in a 
quaint island bungalow provides the 
finest and most delicate creations 
composed of Australian and black 
Tahitian pearls. 



the 
inspiration
Classic beauty 
Ava Gardner 
makes this 

conventional 
Scottish pattern 

look chic and 
timeless.

mad for plaid 
brittany s. chevalier
DOMINO ’ S  M A N A G I N G  E D I T O R

Cozy up with these bedding 
basics. Mackenzie plaid sheet 

set by Serena & Lily $98–$178 

domino.com/winter15

Warm up with 
   this seasonal    

          pattern. 

Adds a 
burst of color 
to an all-black 

wardrobe. 
“Twin Peaks” 

tartan print tote 

by DSquared2 

$1,535 farfetch.com

Instantly winterizes any interior. 
Preppy plaid pillow by Eastern Accents 

$80 domino.com/winter15

Kick off a casual Friday with this cool Celtic detail.  
580 Tartan sneaker $110 newbalance.com

Provides a 
morning perk 

with your 
coffee. Plaid 

thermal carafe 

by Crate & 

Barrel $32.95 

domino.com/

winter15

Will stylishly protect you 
against the elements.

 Plaid stick umbrella $295 

barneys.com

A traditional 
accent from 

Ralph Lauren, the 
prince of prep. 
Duke porcelain 

charger in red 

tartan $295 

ralphlauren.com
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editors’ cravings





These hangers are 
among the prettiest 
things in my closet! 
Brass hanger $18.96 

stwotwenty.com

natural 
intuition
shani silver  
DOMINO ’ S  D I G I T A L 

E D I T O R I A L  D I R E C T O R

I don’t have two matching chairs 
in my entire apartment, so this 

guy will feel right at home. Smith 

armchair by Control Brand 

$417 domino.com/winter15

I change my scents with the 
seasons, and this one reminds me 
to wander and explore this winter. 

Société de Senteur in Rambler by 

West Third Brand $35 articleand.com

Keeping thoughtful gifts on hand is a goal 
of mine for the coming year. And this is too 

precious not to give. Ever After guest book 

by Cardtorial $84.99 domino.com/winter15

Winter's crisp stillness 
inspires me to keep things 
simple but thoughtful.

My obsession with cold brew 
(year-round!) has led me here.

Hario olive wood French press 

by Kaufmann Mercantile $95 

domino.com/winter15

I’m on a quest for unique rings that are 
practical enough to wear every day.

Ring 01 by Minoux $98 domino.com/winter15

I love a throw pillow that can stand on its own.
xbase pillow by CB2 $49.95 domino.com/winter15

the inspiration
I love a free-spirited vibe 

for winter. It helps me avoid 

cabin fever! 

“a lonely horse” by Qing Ji for Minted $20–$165 domino.com/winter15
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An American classic: history 
on my cuff. Old Glory II cuff 

links by NY to Nashville $34.99 

domino.com/winter15

Every Southern 
gentleman needs 
two items in his 
closet: a seersucker 
suit and a bow tie.
Blue seersucker bow 

tie by Lord and Lady 

Co. $54.99 domino.

com/winter15

the inspiration
Gone With the Wind

represents bravery, beauty, 
and passion. What words 

better evoke the mission of 
the interior designer?

The best of feminine and masculine design, 
all in one loveseat. Paxton tufted loveseat in 

Nantucket red washed linen by Serena & Lily $2,850 

domino.com/winter15

The new Southern style 
pairs clean lines with 
comfortable interiors. 

southern 
comfort
shaun smith 
D E S I G N E R

I want to marry, live, and die with 
this chandelier. Multitiered chandelier 

by Baccarat, vintage, 1stdibs.com

Hot, steamy, Southern 
summer. “Greystone Watercolor” 

canvas by Black Crow Studios 

$550 domino.com/winter15

I don’t smoke, but I do ashtray.
Vintage Lucite tray with silver dish $310 

shaunsmithhome.com

Mississippi mystery, depth, 
and sensuality in a single, 

heady scent. Eau de Magnolia 

parfum by Frederic Malle $175 

barneys.com
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scoutingideas, designs, products, 
and people our editors 

are obsessing over

ray of light
so right now!

Thaw out this winter with iridescent interiors 
and accessories. Similar to an oil slick, these 
shimmering surfaces bend and reflect 
light, dancing along the electromagnetic 
spectrum between colors, intensities, and 
textures. Perception becomes prismatic 
with a constantly evolving mirage-like 
experience, ensuring a spectacular and 
nuanced treat for the eyes at every turn.
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ray of light, cont’d

Dazzling discussion.
Criss Cross (Rainbow) iPhone 6/6s case 

by Sonix $39.99 domino.com/winter15

Reading rainbow. 
“We Are FriendsWithYou” by 

Rizzoli $55 domino.com/winter15

Lustrous 
lighting.
Prism light by 

Toby Sanders 

$75 momastore.org

the inspiration 
Artwork from the “My Vibe My Life” blog 

by Kelly Wearstler

Be the girl with 
kaleidoscope eyes. 

OG eyewear by H0les 

$80 domino.com/winter15

Scintillating servers. 
Iridescent serving utensils 

$75–$100 abchome.com

A glowing addition to any interior.
Shimmer side table by Patricia Urquiola for 

Glas Italia $2,295 abchome.com

ride the color-shifting 
wavelengths with these 
opalescent options.

Holographic 
handbag.

Large bag number 3 holographic 

plastic satchel by Golden Ponies 

$60 domino.com/winter15
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Underwood in her work space.

meet your maker

Check out  
Underwood’s vintage 

stamps on domino.com!

cara underwood crafts 
memories with one-of-a-
kind artistic paper goods.
An indelible mark was made on Cara Underwood’s future 

when her grandmother taught her to use an antique 

letterpress in college. Underwood went on to obtain a 

master’s degree in public policy, but felt the old-fashioned 

and slowly vanishing trade beckoning. In 2012, she 

surrendered to its call and opened her boutique letterpress 

studio, Underwood Letterpress, with the support of her 

husband (he purchased the LLC as their wedding gift). 

Based in Los Angeles and San Francisco, Underwood 

Letterpress crafts custom stationery, invitations, business 

cards, and party decor out of The Unique Space studio, a 

shared entrepreneurial and “creative utopia” located in Los 

Angeles’s Arts District. 

Underwood’s creations reflect a global awareness, and she 

credits trips to Istanbul, India, and West Africa for having 

a profound effect on her patterns and color stories. In 

addition to producing custom typography and stationery, 

the self-declared “paper artist” repurposes vintage stamps 

for modern use and plans to release a line of textiles in the 

near future. She is thrilled when clients frame the envelopes 

decorated with her stamps, saying, “We believe that the 

outside of mail should be just as pretty as the inside.”

Operated from a smart 

device or specialized 

control, automatic 

Hunter Douglas shades 

with new PowerView 

Motorization are clever 

and chromatic!

REMOTE  
ADVANTAGE

PowerView Motorization, 

hunterdouglas.com
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Virginia 

lounge chair 

by The New 

Traditionalists 

$5,335 

deringhall.com

menorah mania!
Light up this Hanukkah with domino’s picks for festive flair. 

Sara Gilbane teams up with The New Traditionalists 

to create a spirited furniture collection.

fresh face

Radiant reptile. 
Menorasaurus Rex in plastic 

and metal by The Vanilla 

Studio $85 etsy.com

Holiday highlighter. 
Menorah in plexiglass by 

Design by Mastic 

$69 etsy.com

Clean-lined candelabra. 
Menorah in handmade walnut and bronze by 

Kaufmann Mercantile $139 domino.com/winter15

For the inaugural collaboration of The New Traditionalists’ 

private label series, the company asked Sara Gilbane to create 

a line of seven original furnishings. Gilbane, an interior 

design star since opening her own firm in 2008, jumped at the 

chance to apply her vivacious style to some classic silhouettes. 

Inspired by her favorite French antiques (as well as her 

own custom creations), she crafted a line of posh, practical 

pieces—a curvy cocktail table, a sinuously tufted loveseat, a 

sleek daybed that doubles as a sofa—that aren’t commonly 

found in the mass market. “I wanted to offer a playful twist 

on timeless shapes,” says Gilbane. “These are items I’ll return 

to again and again because of their functionality and scale.”

From the creative minds at Ethan Allen, a new tome offers 

styling tips and interior inspiration. Available at Ethan Allen 

design centers, Muses helps readers make the perfect bed, 

arrange open shelves, and curate a personal art collection.

STYLISH MUSINGS

“Muses” $35 ethanallen.com

Gilbane in The New 
Traditonalists' showroom.
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Brookes will be exhibiting 
his work at Eric Firestone 
Gallery during Miami Beach 
Art Basel this winter.

We’ve got our eyes on these up-and-coming creatives.

get to know

Smith at The Roger 
in Manhattan. 

kelsey brookes, artist
text by SOFIA JUAREZ

For San Diego–based artist Kelsey Brookes, inspiration stems 

from a scientific education paired with a curiosity for life. While 

pursuing a career in microbiology, Brookes started illustrating 

the intricate patterns of the human brain. Soon after being 

displayed in coffee shops, his pieces gained a following, and in 

2006, Brookes left the laboratory to focus on art full time. Since 

this dramatic vocational change, his large-scale psychedelic 

paintings—or “really complicated doodles,” as he refers to them—

have been exhibited in notable galleries around the world. But the 

connection between art and science is what moves Brookes the 

most. “My work is a combination of my scientific background and 

current artistic interest,” he says. “I have taken my understanding 

of molecular biology and married it with painting.” 

amelia loren smith, 
interior designer and aesthete

text by KERRY MOORE

Growing up in the culturally rich town of Tupelo, 

Mississippi, Amelia Loren Smith has been 

passionate about the arts since childhood—she has 

pursued not only interior design, but also drawing, 

singing, and dancing. “Mississippi may be one of 

the poorest states in the nation,” says Smith, “but 

it’s home to some of the biggest hearts.”

Inspired by her, hardworking parents, Smith 

dreamed of becoming an interior designer capable 

of bringing down-to-earth beauty into people’s 

homes. She moved to New York City to study at 

the School of Visual Arts, and last year, founded 

her own design firm. In addition, she’s currently 

developing a philanthropic project to benefit 

impoverished girls from her beloved home state. “I 

believe when you’re diligent and sincere, things will 

always work out for the best. Maybe not how you 

planned, but how they’re meant to be.”
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“Face Paint: The Story of Makeup” 

by Lisa Eldridge for Abrams $29.95 

domino.com/winter15

Q: The dedication page of your book says, “To my 
mother, whose makeup got me into all of this in 
the first place.” Can you tell us about that? 
A: When I was about six years old, I found a box 

of my mum’s old makeup at my grandmother’s 

house, full of vintage treasures from Mary Quant 

and Coty. I wasn’t interested in putting them on 

my own face. I was just fascinated by the objects 

themselves, the crayons and tubes, the incredible 

smell, and the glossy, gloopy textures. It was the 

moment I first began to fall in love with makeup. 

Q: Do you ever use historical 
makeup techniques in your work?
A: Yes, the history of makeup is a huge 

source of inspiration for me, and I’ll sometimes 

reference historical looks and techniques in my 

editorial work. For example, I might apply color 

in a painterly fashion that takes inspiration from 

the past, but I always make sure the end result is 

contemporary.

Q: Do you have any holiday makeup tips 
or styles that you could recommend?
A: I love classically beautiful, Hollywood- 

and vintage-inspired party makeup. 

Flawless, radiant skin with subtle 

highlighting is instantly beautifying, and 

you can’t go wrong with a classic red lip. 

Q: What is your favorite contemporary piece of 
makeup and why?
A: Concealer—it’s my secret weapon for flawless 

skin. It isn’t just for spots or acne. If you have 

pigmentation, redness, or unevenness that you 

want to conceal without masking your face in 

foundation, concealer is all you need. 

Q: Is there a bare-bones makeup routine 
you use when you are running late?

A: If I only do one thing with makeup, it’s 

curling my lashes and putting on mascara—

it only takes two minutes, but it makes 

the biggest difference to your face. 

Q: What is your skin care philosophy? 
A: Skin care is the queen in my world—you need 

a good canvas to achieve great makeup. I like 

my skin to feel really clean in the morning, 

so I use a gentle face wash with AHAs like glo 

therapeutics’ hydrating gel cleanser with lactic 

acid. I use sunblock each and every morning, 

all year round, and apply lots of hand cream 

and body lotion or oil before I get into bed each 

night. Generally, though, I don’t use loads of 

products. I find the simpler the routine, the 

better my skin is.

Q: Is there one product you can apply 
that will make you look and feel better?
A: A sweep of blusher is one of the fastest 

ways to make yourself look fresher and 

more alive, whatever your skin tone—

a gorgeous rose-pink lifts skin and makes 

the whites of your eyes look brighter. 

Q: What is the most important thing 
that people should do for their skin? 
A: Wear SPF every day—protecting your skin 

from the sun is one of the easiest ways you can 

keep it looking younger for longer. And with 

so many great textures and formulas available 

now for every skin type, there’s no excuse not to 

wear SPF daily. I call it my “youth in a tube”!

With a newly released book that recounts the 

narrative of cosmetics, Lisa Eldridge, one of 

the most trusted names in the makeup 

industry, shares some technique 

secrets and her love of SPF. 

beauty buzz

Having dolled up celebrities like Cindy 

Crawford and Keira Knightley, beautified 

runway models for designers such as Chloé and 

Prada, and perfected faces for the covers of Elle and 

Vogue, Lisa Eldridge is an expert on all things related to 

cosmetic formula, color, application, and packaging from 

every era. The YouTube sensation and makeup master’s new 

book, Face Paint: The Story of Makeup, embarks on a global 

beauty journey throughout time to explore the history 

of what we put on our face. Wanting to know even more, 

domino asked Eldridge some important questions about skin 

care and seasonal style suggestions. 
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game-
changing 
gadgets
These devices are hi-tech and high style.

Dazzle your space with a total of 4,400 combinations of lighting and 

mirrors from the Color+Plus collection by Lamps Plus. With 14 bases, 

20 lampshades, and 150 vivid hues from Pantone and Sherwin-Williams, 

you make the color call. Check out the numerous possibilities at 

lampsplus.com, and rest easy knowing that your customized design is 

handcrafted in the company’s California workshop.

bright 
lights ahead…
Color+Plus Lighting Collection by Lamps Plus

trendy and transportable tunes 
SWITCH portable Bluetooth speaker 

in emerald by Native Union $129.99 

domino.com/winter15

tassels with charge 
Power link tassel cable 

and key chain in coral red 

by Native Union $59.99 

domino.com/winter15

colorful connection
Confetti mini USB cable in nylon 

$12.95 easterncollective.com

natural 
em-power-ment

Niko power 

solution in white 

by Most Modest 

$95 domino.com/

winter15

convenient cord collector 
Cord taco in leather 

$29/set of five, thisisground.com

cordless, chic charger
Dock for Apple watch 

in marble by Native 

Union $119.99 domino.

com/winter15
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Reagan Hayes’s newly opened New York City showroom 

noticeably differs from typical design galleries in 

Manhattan, offering a fresh West Coast vibe in the heart 

of the Big Apple. Inspired by her love of geometry, 

basic forms, and textures, Hayes’s Los Angeles–based 

company creates timeless and transitional pieces that can 

be worked into any home seamlessly. The new space—

reflecting Hayes’s strong belief in the marriage of art and 

design—showcases a mix of polished high-end furniture 

and tempered antiques, along with modern artworks by 

friends and cutting-edge artists like Bradley Theodore, 

Kimberly Brooks, Peter Walker, and Heather Day. Looking 

ahead, Hayes is embarking on a few exciting ventures, 

including a textile line, which will be available in the near 

future. “I don’t like to say no to an opportunity,” she says. 

“If it fits well and the timing is right, I say go for it!”

Showcasing intriguing colors and 

designs, this culinary companion no 

longer feels like a blast from the past.

trivet

Reagan Hayes: Bringing California 

Cool to New York City

golden  
influence

reconsider the

Put a ring on it.  
Marble trivets by CB2 $35/set of 

three, domino.com/winter15

Kitchen cubism.  
Table tiles designed 

by Bower for 

Areaware $15 

domino.com/winter15

Crinkle-cut coasters.  
Zig Zag trivet $125/set of three, 

patkimdesign.com

24-karat cuisine.  
Lift trivet $48 

fruitsuperdesign.com

Counter hex.  
Fold trivet by Xenia Taler 

$42 domino.com/winter15

Marlon dining table; Cynthia dining chair (front, left); Matthew dining 

chair (front, right); James dining chair (back, left); Malcolm dining chair 

(back, right); painting, heatherdayart.com; Helix chandelier, custom.  

For all products, see reaganhayes.com.

Hayes in her newest 
studio space.
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1

Warm up your home library 

with hot winter reads.

shelf life

“Tile Makes the Room: 

Good Design from 

Heath Ceramics” for 

Ten Speed Press $40 

penguinrandomhouse.com

“Design: The 

Definitive Visual 

History” for the 

Smithsonian 

Institution $50 

dk.com

“The Tailored 

Interior” by 

Greg Natale 

for Rizzoli $55 

domino.com/

winter15

“Life/Style: 

Elegant 

Simplicity at 

Home” by Tricia 

Foley for Rizzoli 

$45 domino.com/

winter15

“Tom Kundig: 

Works” for 

Princeton 

Architectural Press

$65 domino.com/

winter15

“Inside the Artist’s 

Studio” by Joe 

Fig for Princeton 

Architectural Press 

$35 domino.com/

winter1

“Beaton 

Photographs” by 

Mark Holborn and 

Annie Leibovitz 

for Abrams $100 

domino.com/

winter15

2

3

4

5

6

7
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the HATCH 
showroom

Filled with light, pretty pigments and 

sleek accessories, this SoHo studio is the 

stuff our feminine dreams are made of. 

we want everything at...

photographs by JOY SOHN  

text by CAROLINE BIGGS 

Goldman hangs out in 
the HATCH studio.

LIFE IMITATES ART This past June, with a growing 

number of fans for her collection of chic, wearable, 

on-trend basics—designed for stylish women before, 

during, and after pregnancy—HATCH founder and CEO 

Ariane Goldman decided it was time to find a permanent 

showroom to set up shop. She opted for an open 

loft-style space—complete with skylights and exposed 

brick walls—where guests can shop for select hours 

while getting a sense of the brand’s spirit. “HATCH is 

about celebrating women of all shapes and junctures,” 

Goldman says. “So I picked a place that felt as free and 

airy as the clothing does.” 

LOCAL SUPPLY For Goldman, a Manhattan native, 

choosing a downtown New York City spot was a no-

brainer. “Everything in the collection (save the cashmere) 

is made right here in NYC,” she explains, “at the heart of 

where I’m proud to say I was born and raised.” 

IN THE PINK Not only is pink the official hue of 

HATCH, but it is also a favorite of Goldman’s daughters, 

making it an obvious choice for the showroom’s color 

palette. “There’s a pop of pink in every vignette,” 

Goldman says. “I use it as a focal point to help set the 

tone of the room. I especially love muted, almost-stained 

shades of pink,” she adds. “It feels light and feminine like 

the collection.”  

COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS Most of all, 

Goldman was seeking an inspiring setting where 

her team would feel at home and energized by their 

surroundings. “All of our designs are made in-house,” she 

notes. “So it’s incredibly important to have a work space  

that promotes creativity.” Moreover, Goldman states, 

“I’m moved by women who are comfortable in their own 

skin and open to change. That’s the attitude I’ve tried to 

achieve with HATCH and the showroom space.”

tell us everything!

Blank unpainted 

Matryoshka nesting dolls 

$9/six pieces, etsy.com
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A mélange of furnishings in pink—
HATCH’s signature color—is sprinkled 
throughout the showroom.

DINING TABLE Odyssey in white by CB2 

$199 domino.com/winter15 CHAIRS  

Nerd in pink by Muuto $519 each, 

abchome.com

domino.com WINTER 2015  55



Goldman searched 
around the globe for the 
perfect pink sofa before 
finding a bentwood 
stunner with rose-colored 
cushions at an online 
shop in Australia. 

COUCH The Dreamer in 

rose pink, about $2,115, 

popandscott.squarespace.

com COFFEE TABLE  

Peekaboo in acrylic by CB2 

$279 domino.com/winter15  

LOUNGE CHAIRS by  

Warren Platner, vintage

domino.com56  WINTER 2015
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HOUSE FAVORITES
Goldman talks business about 
some of HATCH’s best sellers. 

the onesie 
“It’s as flattering and easy as a 

jumper, but cozy and comfort-

able, too. It’s also great for the 

in-between seasons because it’s 

light but warm.” 

the jersey 
“It’s soft and super lightweight—

a luxe piece that can really be 

styled any which way.”

the jogger 
“Our speckled knit pants make 

great bottoms to low-key outfits, 

and the cashmeres are all you 

need for those days spent inside 

escaping the cold.” 

the slouch dress 

“One of our most successful 

silhouettes—it just looks so good 

on every body type. I wear my 

slouches to the beach, but I also 

dress them up for drinks.”

the ophelia dress 

“The swing shape is effortless 

and will show off your acces-

sories well. Plus, it looks perfect 

with tights in colder weather.” 

Whitewashed wooden floors soften the 
raw brick walls enveloping the space.

GARDEN POT ceramic in pink $8 abchome.com 

OTHER PLANT VESSELS jamaligarden.com 

SHEEPSKIN RUG Auskin $120 clic.com 

CHAIRS Boomerang in black $195 each, 

abchome.com PENDANT LAMPS Naje white 

herringbone $125 each, abchome.com

domino.com58 WINTER 2015
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A pinewood tree swing is 
a playful way to pep up 
office seating. 

Lighten your delivery-day load 
with pre-packed essentials, such 
as the HATCH-to-Hospital Box 
and the HATCH-to-Home Set. 
Made for the new arrival and 
available on domino.com. 

Goldman (right) designed the showroom with 
help from “lifestylist” and friend Caitlin Levin. 

  Potted plants—especially 
cacti—are super stylish 
     and surprisingly 
      low maintenance.

Two-person wood tree swing 

$244 michelevarian.com

A 19th-century mail 
organizer found on 
eBay anchors the large 
studio as a hip plant 
holder and bookcase.

“Pink Birds” print by Paule Marrot for Natural 

Curiosities $2,487 domino.com/winter15



shop the look!

the kit
Versatile and easy-to-install 

shelving doubles as a sturdy book 

nook or an eye-catching gallery wall.

photograph by MICHAEL WILTBANK

styling by ELAINA SULLIVAN

“Long Exposure Pier Pressure” by Christian Florin for Minted $20–$138 domino.com/winter15“Painting for a White Wall” by Ellsworth Kelly (stylist’s own)

“Fisherman and His Canoe” by Jin C for Minted $20–$138 domino.com/winter15

WALL SHELF Lack $19.99 ikea.

com CHAIR Hudson lounge by 

Rachel Ashwell Shabby Chic 

Couture $1,400 shabbychic.

com SHEEPSKIN THROW by 

Serena & Lily $198 domino.

com/winter15

“Dancing Branches” by Andrea Rose for Minted $20–$165 domino.com/winter15 “Twilit City” by Sylvie Lee for Minted $22–$42 domino.com/winter15

“Aspens at Altitude” by Kaleb and Marilyn Nimz $29–$325 domino.com/winter15 “Stumped” by Kelsey McNatt for Minted $22–$118 domino.com/winter15

“Sketchbook Bouquet II” by Kiana Mosley for Minted $29–$325 domino.com/winter15
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Searching Blue (SW 

6536) by HGTV HOME 

by Sherwin-Williams 

(exclusively at Lowe’s) 

$6.99/sample pot, 

sherwin-williams.com

This winter, we’re shivering 
with delight over the glacial 
shades—tranquil teals, piercing 
pinks, and bracing blues—of 
this Brian Merriam print.  

throwing 
shade 

IMAGE “Infra Glacier” by Brian 

Merriam for Tappan Collective 

$90–$320 domino.com/winter15

Whip Lash 

(P150-6) 

$2.94/

sample pot, 

behr.com

Cabaret (M130-5) 
$2.94/sample pot, 

behr.com

East Egg (RL1885) 

$2.94/sample pot, 

ralphlaurenpaint.com

Neon Mint (7005-3) 

$5.95/sample pot, 

valsparpaint.com

Drawing Room Blue 

(253) $8/sample pot, 

us.farrow-ball.com

Pink Peach (2009-40) 

by Benjamin Moore 

$6.99/pint sample, 

domino.com/winter15
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a family 
affair
When she decided her 

daughters’ bedrooms needed 

to be refreshed, Jessica Alba 

called on her friends Emily 

Current and Meritt Elliott 

to design stylish spaces that 

reflect each girl’s personal 

taste and sense of whimsy.

photographs by  

DAVID TSAY    

text by KERRY MOORE  

interior design by  

EMILY CURRENT AND MERITT ELLIOTT

Older sibling Honor 
was excited to 
trade the pink of 
her early childhood 
for cooler  
mint green.
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“I think our bunny desk chair is a 
classic item that any child could use 
all the way through high school and 
into college,” states Current.

DESK Lilac in asphalt gray by Emily 

+ Meritt $649 pbteen.com DESK 

CHAIR Bunny Ears by Emily + Meritt 

$299 pbteen.com MIRROR Star Ring 

by Emily + Meritt $199 pbteen.

com BOX Tassel by Emily + Meritt 

$49 pbteen.com TABLE LAMP Bird Eye 

View by Emily + Meritt $169 pbteen.

com SILHOUETTES vintage, chairish.com



dream team

When Jessica Alba’s girls (Honor, 7, and Haven, 

4) wanted to update their bedrooms, the actress, 

mom, and founder of lifestyle brand The Honest 

Company knew right away whom to call. She 

consulted her tastemaker friends Emily Current 

and Meritt Elliott, who have styled Alba and other 

celebs for years. “They really get my sense of style 

and pay attention to every little detail,” says Alba. 

Current and Elliott have been working together 

for over 15 years, first launching their wildly 

popular denim brand, Current/Elliott (which they 

left in 2012), then starting a new women’s line, The 

Great, last spring, and, most recently, designing 

collections for PBteen. “There is something really 

exciting about decorating for kids,” says Current. 

“It’s been fun to flex the muscle of complete 

freedom in a way that you can’t with adults.”

Smart and snazzy hooks 
are fun options for 

organizing accessories 
and hair bows. 

This gold bookcase is the perfect transition 
piece to accommodate big-girl books.

BOOKCASE Maison $599 pbteen.com STORAGE BINS 

Bunny and Cat by Emily + Meritt $20.50 each, pbteen.

com BOOKENDS Gem by Emily + Meritt $69 pbteen.com

HOOKS Icon by Emily 

+ Meritt $39/set of 

three, pbteen.com

PAGE 66: DRUM PENDANT Awning Stripe by Emily + Meritt $229 pbteen.

com HEADBOARD Parisian in linen and white wash by Emily + Meritt $699–$999 

pbteen.com TRUNK Travelers in linen and metal by Emily + Meritt $299 pbteen.

com PINBOARD Scallop Statement by Emily + Meritt $229 pbteen.com TABLE LAMP 

Brass Bunny by Emily + Meritt $129 pbteen.com DUVET COVER Pretty Placket by 

Emily + Meritt $129–$189 pbteen.com MATTRESS Essentials Genesis organic, $1,199–

$2,399 naturepedic.com SUITCASES (similar to shown) Samsonite $180/set of four, etsy.

com WALL COLOR Green Trance (SW 6462) $6.99/sample pot, sherwin-williams.com
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“We usually like things that feel nostalgic 
and classic but have sort of a vintage-
inspired or worn feeling to them, like 
they’ve been handed down or loved a 

little bit,” remarks Elliott.

Alba points out, 
“Haven was ready to 
move from a crib to 
a big-girl bed,” and a 
dressed-up canopy 
bed frame ensures 
blissful sleep for 
years to come.

forever young

When thinking of decorating a kid’s room, Current and 

Elliott agree that it is all about purchasing timeless 

furniture pieces that can grow with your young one while 

incorporating their personality, regardless of age. “I think 

the furniture in their rooms will stand the test of time, but 

the textiles and accessories could be changed,” says Elliott. 

Using the girls’ favorite colors as a starting point, the duo 

layered in glamorous metallic accessories and furniture 

with fanciful, dreamlike accents. Flourishes of pink 

bedding and bunny table lamps were added to achieve 

Haven’s sweet look, and a coat of fresh mint-green paint 

provided a complement to Honor’s sleek modern desk. 

The finished rooms are two lovely, versatile environments 

that marry Alba’s “warm and textural” style with Current 

and Elliott’s fashion-forward sensibility. 

An antique-inspired garment rack adds an 
authentic touch to a game of dress-up. 

WALL DECOR XOXO by Emily + Meritt 

$119/set of two, pbteen.com

CANOPY BED Maison $899–$999 pbteen.com WALL MOUNT Unicorn by Emily + Meritt $99 pbteen.

com MAGNETS Gold Star by Emily + Meritt $99/set of six, pbteen.com QUILT Gold Dot by Emily + Meritt 

$189–$249 pbteen.com DUVET COVER Bed of Roses by Emily + Meritt $89–$149 pbteen.com RUG Circus Stripe 

by Emily + Meritt $169–$699 pbteen.com TRUNK vintage, chairish.com WALL COLOR Alabaster (SW 7008) 

$6.99/sample pot, sherwin-williams.com MATTRESS Essentials Genesis organic, $1,199–$2,399 naturepedic.com

WARDROBE RACK by Emily + Meritt 

$299 pbteen.com
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The group celebrating their 
success: (from left to right) Elliott, 
Current, Honor, Haven, and Alba.

CHAISE by Emily + Meritt $1,199 

pbteen.com DRAPES pom-pom 

blackout in natural linen $89–$119 

pbteen.com RUG Daydream Cloud 

by Emily + Meritt $159 pbteen.com



“Honor is creative and loves to draw and paint, so 
she adores the pinboards she can use to display 

her treasures, art, and photos,” notes Alba.

PINBOARDS Heart Wall by Emily + Meritt $119/set of two, 

pbteen.com ANIMAL CLOCHE Bunny Ring/Bangles by 

Emily + Meritt $59–$79 pbteen.com DRESSER vintage, 

chairish.com VASE etched mixed metal $39 westelm.

com TRAY Gillian gold mirror $19.98 lampsplus.com
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photographs by JENNY J NORRIS

text by KERRY MOORE

Tilley uses a rigorous 
vetting process to ensure 
that each piece meets 
the highest standards.

RUG chain link design 

with Greek key border 

$3,595 decornyc.

com CANDLEHOLDERS 

rock crystal $795/pair, 

decornyc.com



cultivated 
consignment

From Christian Liaigre sofas to Fornasetti 

porcelain plates, Décor NYC offers the 

finest vintage treasures and unparalleled 

attention to each client’s needs.

Tilley in the Décor NYC showroom.

Located in the heart of the Flatiron District, Décor 

NYC is Bruce Tilley’s brainchild after a two-year 

journey to find the perfect location for the popular 

market of luxury home consignment. With over 

20 years of experience as the former president of 

Alexander Julian, Tilley noticed that wealthy clients 

were rapidly turning over their fully decorated 

properties with no place to sell the furnishings 

inside. Rather than have them give away high-value 

pieces to friends or sell the items in a remote online-

only atmosphere, Tilley created a physical space to 

handle the process for his vendors that allows buyers 

to check out merchandise in person as well as in 

cyberspace. “We have a niche; it’s a special entity 

that doesn’t exist elsewhere,” says Tilley. “Not only 

can people see our products on our website, they can 

come and visit.” 

TILLEY’S TIPS OF THE TRADE

consignment shopping 
High-end luxury consignment galleries make 

great sources—many items there have been 

purchased by designers for their clients from 

showrooms that are not open to the public, 

only to trade professionals. 

keep a list 
Write down what you’re looking for. If you’re 

searching for a dining table, know the dimen-

sions of the space and measurements for the 

entryway access. 

educate yourself 
Learn the difference between “designed by,” 

“after,” “attributed to,” “in the manner of,” “in 

the style of,” etc. You’ll often see these terms as-

sociated with items, both in stores and online.
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photographs by BRITTANY AMBRIDGE    text by CAROLINE BIGGS

domino goes behind the scenes for a firsthand look at forging fine fabric. 

For over 30 years, textile guru Peter Fasano has been the go-to industry name 

for handcrafted cloths, prints, and high-end wall coverings. In the late 1970s, 

after graduating from Parsons School of Design and working for decorator 

maven Dorothy Draper, Fasano launched his namesake line of hand-painted 

fabrics to the delight of notable interior tastemakers like Halston and Mark 

Hampton. In 1990, he left New York City for Great Barrington, Massachusetts, 

to start his eco-friendly silk-screening studio. Here, along with his team of 

16 employees, Fasano creates one-of-a-kind material masterpieces—including 

his latest collection of patterns made from traditional Indian woodblocks—for 

clients like Judd Apatow, Tiger Woods, and the White House. “So much of 

what gets done is a collage of our collective ideas, trials, and errors,” Fasano 

explains. “It’s a true weave of all our work.”

Patterns are 
pressed and tested 
in various colors to 
showcase options. 
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1

Paint is then applied directly onto a silk 
screen capturing the woodblock designs. 

4

2
The saturated block is then pressed 
onto fabric—much like a stamp 
pad—to test the shade and print.

the process

5 
A squeegee is moved across the 
screen in back-and-forth motions 
to fill the stencils with ink. 

3
All textiles are prepared for 
printing by pulling the material 
taut and securing with T-pins.

Individual figures 
are repeated left to 
right to create an 
interlocking motif 
from the stencils. 6

A sponge is dipped in pigment and used to 
color a woodblock to produce a pattern.
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7
Modules are printed out onto acetate 
(a sheer, easily transferable material) 
to capture each impression before 
they are transferred to a silk screen.

Each template is cut and laid out to interlock 
on fabric for final pattern approval.

9
After about half an hour of drying time, 
the completed fabrics are rolled into 
storage tubes and organized by style. 

10

The designs are then 
printed onto fabric.

8

Fasano checks 
prints in his 
Massachusetts 
studio.



design life
Audrey Margarite, Bunny Williams’s 

vice president of design and product 

development, takes domino inside her 

cozy yet elegant apartment.

photographs by JOY SOHN   

text by KERRY MOORE   

interior design by 

AUDREY MARGARITE

With an impressive background in 

architecture and design, and almost 

10 years of working for the iconic 

Bunny Williams, Audrey Margarite 

is an expert on decorating small 

spaces. After living for a decade in 

a studio apartment, Margarite and 

her husband, Mike, searched for 

a more inviting home where they 

could entertain. Eventually, they 

landed an 850-square-foot one-

bedroom abode in a prewar building 

on Manhattan’s Riverside Drive. 

The couple completely renovated 

the kitchen, tearing out the walls 

and cabinets to create an open 

central area with newly laid dark 

walnut floors; they also installed 

a multifunctional island with 

snow-white Caesarstone. “Though 

the apartment is small, we’ve had 

parties with over 20 people,” says 

Margarite. “With the open layout, 

friends can gather around the 

kitchen island, at the dining table, 

or on the sofa and still be included 

in the same conversation.”

SOFA 1904 sectional, wesleyhall.com FABRIC (sofa) Caesar gray 

velvet, bunnywilliamshome.com PILLOWS Khotan Rubia, Pom 

Rubia, and Basilica Ink, zakandfox.com DRAPERY banded panels, 

from $145 each, marthaandash.com COFFEE TABLE sleek marble-

top $499 wisteria.com BOX vintage, johnrosselli.com TABLE Zigzag 

drinks in glossy black lacquer $1,750 bunnywilliamshome.com

Pieces from the Bunny Williams 
Home collection can be found 
throughout, like the glossy black 
zigzag side table in the living room.
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Bunny Williams and Margarite confer in the Bunny Williams studio, 
where Margarite helps to create fabrics, decorative accessories, and 

furniture for the company’s private and licensed collections.

An office console,  
where the couple  

stores notebooks and  
laptops, doubles as a bar area.

A bright reading nook adds a pop of color to 
the living room’s calming, neutral interiors.

TABLE Harvest $5,000 bunnywilliamshome.com  

CHAIR Paramount $1,500 bunnywilliamshome.com

MIRROR ebony with bone rosettes, 

vintage, johnrosselli.com BAR Skol  

$4,900 bunnywilliamshome.com  

LAMP Chicken Feather in brown $800 

bunnywilliamshome.com ART “Free” by 

Kristi Kohut $20–$690 minted.com

ART “The Rookery Staircase, Going Up” by inthisinstance $25–$160 etsy.

com FLOOR LAMP Astor $249 crateandbarrel.com ARMCHAIR Sark in summer 

nomad stripes $857 sofa.com SPHERE Scoppio $29.95 zgallerie.com
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Margarite wisely spent money on 
quality fabrics to upholster her 
furniture, and mixed in high-end 
antiques and affordable pieces from 
Ballard Designs and Dash & Albert.

MIRROR Beryl, madegoods.

com HEADBOARD Camden in vintage 

ticking stripe in black $299–$724 

ballarddesigns.com



The kitchen and 
communal areas are 
painted in C2 Paint’s 
Ferrous, a beautiful light 
gray-blue, which lends a 
chic and relaxing mood 
to any gathering.

BUY THE BEST THAT 

YOU CAN, AND 

SLOWLY REPLACE THE 

BUDGET ITEMS WITH 

BETTER ONES.

— WILLIAMS’S DESIGN ADVICE 

TO MARGARITE

PENDANTS Industrial in 

glass $109–$119 each, 

westelm.com BOWL 

Delft marble $775 shop.

christopherspitzmiller.com

SUZANI (similar to shown) 

vintage $50 etsy.com 

DINING TABLE Parsons in 

white $499 westelm.com 

CHAIRS Embassy, bunnywilliamshome.

com BUD HOLDER Florist’s Best $69 

wisteria.com WINEGLASSES Spiral 

by Bunny Williams $49/set of four, 

ballarddesigns.com
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Interior designer Amanda Reynal invites 

us into her devoutly restored piece of 

national design history.

the classics

candace wheeler’s 
catskills cottage

A painting from 1963 of Amanda’s mother-in-law, Carmen Reynal, by Onteora artist Mimi Bowes, represents a later era of the club’s history.

WALL COLOR Dunmore Cream (HC-29) by Benjamin Moore $6.99/pint sample, domino.com/winter15 TRIM Rosemary Sprig (2144-30) 

by Benjamin Moore $6.99/pint sample, domino.com/winter15 ART (above mantel) portrait of Carmen Reynal by Mimi Bowes

photographs by BRITTANY AMBRIDGE

text by KERRY MOORE

interior design by AMANDA REYNAL
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IT IS THE LEAVES OF THE EXTENDED 

LIFE OF ONTEORA WHICH I AM NOW 

TURNING. THE DAYS OF THE IDYLLIC 

LIFE OF THE MOUNTAIN, WHEN 

WE LIVED IN THE VERY ARMS AND 

LINGERED LIKE FAVORED CHILDREN  

IN THE LAP OF NATURE…

— CANDACE WHEELER

The living room, featuring an original frieze above the doorway with 
Candace’s motto “Who Creates a Home, Creates a Potent Spirit.”

Amanda Reynal enjoying the snowfall at Pennyroyal.

design origins
In 1883, Candace Wheeler—often credited as the 

mother of American interior design, and revered 

as a pioneer who made design accessible to the 

masses—built a summer cottage in Tannersville, 

New York. Naming it Pennyroyal for the spirited 

purple wildflowers that flourished throughout 

the area, she rejected wealth, social status, and 

modern invention by embracing a return to the 

simple, old-fashioned country lifestyle in which 

she was raised. In the surrounding patch of 

untamed wilderness, she forged a community for 

creatives in 1887 called the Onteora Club, whose 

early membership included writers such as Mark 

Twain and various artists from the Hudson River 

School. A quiet oasis for individuals interested in 

the arts, it offered a refuge for those seeking the 

beauty of nature and rustic lodging away from the 

bustling cities of New York, Hartford, and Boston. 

WALLCOVERING Hinson grasscloth (no longer available) SOFA custom $5,000 

curranonline.com FABRIC (sofa) Ultrasuede #404, kravet.com FABRIC (throw 

pillow) Indian Flower in saffron, michaelsmithinc.com FABRIC Rugby in oxford, 

norbarfabrics.com RUG (similar to shown) CB 177, cbparsua.com LAMP Christina 

in turquoise, bungalow5.com WREATH custom, kernsnursery.com
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 Reynal styled the bedroom in a contemporary version 
of Wheeler’s natural and understated design style.

a modern adaptation
Interior designer Amanda Reynal started her own journey at Pennyroyal just 10 years 

ago through a combination of coincidence and circumstance. Her in-laws purchased the 

home from Wheeler’s family, the Thurbers, in 1977, and in 2005, it was passed down 

to Reynal and her husband. Vowing to save any pieces conceived by Wheeler or those 

holding historic value, such as a rendering of Mark Twain by Wheeler’s daughter Dora, 

Reynal gently updated the areas that had begun to deteriorate. Smoothly integrating 

new elements into the original structure, and making the home safe and livable for her 

young family, she took on the task of renewing its decor. “Instead of creating a museum 

or shrine to Candace Wheeler, I carefully selected furnishings and fabrics from today’s 

designers that would complement all the history that was left behind,” says Reynal. 

“I was constantly asking myself ‘What would Candace think of this?’ 

because it was important to carry on the cottage’s timeless legacy.” 

POSTER BED faux bamboo by Drexel Heritage, 

drexelheritage.com ART painting of flowers by Elizabeth 

Darby ART painting of Amanda Reynal’s uncle as a child 

by Elizabeth Darby DUVET COVER Pearl Embroidered in 

simply taupe $129–$149 potterybarn.com PILLOWCASES 

Pearl Embroidered in simply taupe $28–$32/set of two, 

potterybarn.com
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photographs by JONATHAN AMARANTE

text by CAROLINE BIGGS

styling by ELAINA SULLIVAN

unexpected 
centerpieces
Explore the world of seasonal scenes, using 

found or everyday objects for an inspired—

and anything-but-ordinary—table. 
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A loose line of potted 
plants and herbs forges 
a refreshingly rustic 
winter display.

POTS WITH SAUCERS mossed redstone 

by Jamali Floral & Garden Supplies 

$7.99–$29.99 domino.com/winter15

Paint miscellaneous 
porcelain pieces stone 

gray to add a sculptural 
element to your spread. 
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VOTIVE HOLDER cut glass 

by Jamali Floral & 

Garden Supplies  

$24/set of six, 

domino.com/winter15

Mix a medley 
of variously 

sized votives 
for a luminous 
bar or buffet.



A small bunch of 
cotton branches in 
your favorite vase 
creates an instantly 
cool and minimalist 
arrangement.

WIDE BAGUETTE BOARD repurposed 

timber by Europe2You $122.50 

domino.com/winter15

A heap of simple 
holiday ornaments 
transforms your 
tabletop into a 
festive dinner fete.
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thinking outside 
the box (spring)
The founder of Little Green Notebook gives 

us a lesson on improving a bedroom basic.

THE  SUPPL IES

• Box spring

• 2½ yards fabric

• Scissors

• Staple gun

• Staples

• 4 furniture legs

• Drill

• 8 drywall screws

 (1⅝ inches)

2

Why spend the extra money on an upholstered bed frame when you can make one yourself 

with your current headboard? Take advantage of your box spring's sturdy wooden frame and 

make an easy upholstered bed base with only a few yards of fabric and four furniture legs.

HERE ’S  HOW 

IT ’S  DONE…

1

3

1 Remove the plastic corner 
guards and the black 

underlining from your box 
spring. If your box spring feels 
a little flimsy, you can choose 
to reinforce the corners with a 
piece of two-by-four.

2 Cut a four-inch 
strip of fabric 

a few inches longer 
than the height of 
your box spring and 
staple the strip tight 
against the outside 
corners on both the 
top and the bottom 
of the box spring.  

3 Cut a long strip of fabric a few 
inches wider than the length of 

your box spring. To make a clean line, 
staple your fabric to the top of your 
box spring upside down and wrong 
side up. Then roll the fabric back to 
cover up your staples and attach the 
fabric to the underside of the box 
spring. Create crisp corners by rolling 
in the edges before stapling.

4 Attach your 
furniture legs to 

the corners of your 
box spring using a drill 
and 1⅝-inch drywall 
screws. The L-shaped 
base of hairpin legs 
works really well for 
this project!
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photographs by KATE LINES     

text by JENNY KOMENDA 

4
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1 
After the close of the Civil War, the city of New 
York experienced an upsurge in population and 

a need for all levels of housing. While transportation 
by horsecar and elevated railway to both the Upper 
East Side and Upper West Side of Manhattan 
existed, the latter didn’t achieve a building growth 
until the 1870s due to the expense of leveling and 
filling the terrain’s rocky geography and raised 
topography. Boulders, consisting primarily of 
Manhattan schist, blocked the paths of future 
roadways and led to inconsistent elevations.

2 
Edward Clark, an attorney and 
entrepreneur who made his 

fortune from the Singer Sewing 
Machine enterprise, was a major 
player on the Upper West Side real 
estate scene and one of the most 
influential innovators of New York 
City residential living. He witnessed 
the way many Europeans lived, in 
row houses and apartment buildings, 
and capitalized on the housing 
shortage by purchasing West Side 
land investments ranging from 55th 
Street to 86th Street. He bought the 
piece of land where the Dakota was 
built in December 1877. 3 

Wanting to construct a luxurious upper-class 
“family hotel” that was more convenient 

than a typical brownstone, Clark brought in his 
favorite architect, Henry Janeway Hardenbergh, 
best known for his design of the Plaza Hotel and 
building structures for “long-term use, not short-
term profit.” Influenced by 
German Renaissance motifs 
and the French concept 
of a large courtyard, Clark 
and Hardenbergh began 
construction in 1880.

5 
Since opening its 
doors, the Dakota 

has been home to many celebrities and artists, 
including John Lennon and Yoko Ono, Lauren 
Bacall, and Judy Garland. In 1961, the building 
became a cooperative, and residents took on 
personal and financial responsibility to maintain 
its upkeep. Over the past 50 years, the Dakota 
has undergone major renovations—including 
plumbing repairs, window replacements, and, 
most recently, a newly built courtyard— to 
maintain its prestige and classic spirit. Today, 
it remains a favorite landmark for tourists and 
native New Yorkers alike.

domino managing editor 
and cultural historian

BRITTANY S. 
CHEVALIER 
makes us 
smarter about 
the popular 
designs we 
live with.

Edward Clark at 
about age 60.

Available on domino.com! 

Declared a New York City landmark in 

1969, the legendary building remains 

the premier luxury apartment complex 

and most desired address on the island 

of Manhattan. 

HISTORY LESSON:

the dakota

4 
Designed with buff brick, Nova Scotia freestone 
trimmings, and terra-cotta decoration, the 

building encompassed nine stories aboveground and a 
basement level below. The original plan included eight 
apartments—all with a separate servants’ entrance 
and maids’ quarters—on each floor, with the exception 
of the sub-courtyard with a kitchen and the top two 
floors, which acted as servants’ quarters. Fulfilling many 
tenants’ desire for more space, these plans changed 
along the way and apartments then varied in sizes and 
numbers per floor. When the Dakota made its debut in 
October 1884, it boasted 58 suites with 8 to 20 rooms 
in each, marble floors, rich mahogany woodwork, and 
electric lighting—one of the first large-scale residences 
to boast such a provision. It was also outfitted with eight 
elevators (four for passengers and four for service). With 
a price tag of around $2 million to build, it was hailed as 
“one of the noblest apartment houses of the world.”

“The Dakota: A History of the 

World’s Best-Known Apartment 

Building” by Andrew Alpern for 

Princeton Architectural Press 

$55 domino.com/winter15

From the Daily Graphic

reporting on the completed 
Dakota, September 10, 1884.

The New Yorker, 
July 12, 1982, 
illustration 
by Iris Van 
Rynbach.
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The hostess, pastry chef, and other guests enjoy the last hours of daylight around the crackling bonfire.

VEST Langley in navy $245 jmclaughlin.com PANTS Felicity in black $168 jmclaughlin.com SHIRT Savannah in plaid $148 jmclaughlin.com MOSCOW 

MULE COPPER MUG $79.95/set of four, surlatable.com THROW Millennium Stripe $150 thebay.com  BLANKET Swiss Army $445 sundancecatalog.com

Interior designer Julie Jasmin invites her pals over 

for a rustic, cold-weather gathering with delectable 

treats by pastry chef Gesine Bullock-Prado.

fireside chat

photographs by JENNY J NORRIS     

text by KERRY MOORE    

styling by JULIE JASMIN

recipes/cooking by GESINE BULLOCK-PRADO
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rural reception

Embracing the changing of seasons, and the small 

window of time in the early winter before outdoor 

Vermont get-togethers become truly challenging, 

Julie Jasmin invited several friends to her White 

River Junction home for cuisine and conversation 

around an intimate fire pit. Jasmin wanted the 

decor to match the environment, so she focused on 

natural materials and colors for her tablescape: a 

fresh coat of Essex Green paint by Benjamin Moore 

on her rustic picnic table set the perfect scene for 

Gesine Bullock-Prado’s warm goat cheese fritters 

and heavenly bacon tarts. Guests drank warming 

red wine poured in copper Moscow Mule mugs while 

snacking on savory kettle corn, creamy budino 

pudding, and rich s’mores brownies. In addition to 

the cozy atmosphere, Jasmin provided a collection of 

buffalo check and Hudson Bay striped blankets for 

her friends to wrap up in as the night grew colder. 

“When guests are toasting to friendship, eating every 

tiny crumb on their napkins, and adding logs to the 

fire, I have not only captured my vision, but also 

created memories that warm my heart,” says Jasmin.

Jasmin’s 
sprawling 
property 
is home to 
eight hens.

Jasmin and Bullock-Prado (along with the pastry chef’s 
goose, Mama) share a laugh beside a nearby barn.

THROW Capote by Hudson’s 

Bay $175 woolrich.com
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Simple floral arrangements of sap 
buckets filled with crab apple branches 
and fresh evergreen cuttings make a 
sculptural and pastoral statement.

PAINT (on picnic table) Essex Green (PM-11) 

by Benjamin Moore $6.99/pint sample, 

domino.com/winter15 BLANKET Sherpa 

Rough Rider in red $175 woolrich.com

WHITE WINE GLASS Hartland  

$70 simonpearce.com

POTATO AND CORN FRITTERS WITH HERBED GOAT CHEESE AND TOMATOES

makes 16 to 18 fritters

For the fritters:

2–3 large russet potatoes 

2 large eggs

½ cup sweet corn, frozen

2 tablespoons nonfat  
Greek yogurt

salt and pepper, to taste

2–3 tablespoons  
all-purpose flour

For the topping:

1 package cherry  
tomatoes, quartered

2 tablespoons  
balsamic vinegar

1 tablespoon olive oil

salt and pepper, to taste

1 package herbed  
goat cheese

fresh basil

Poke holes in the potatoes, 
all around. Wrap in a single, 
damp paper towel. Micro-
wave for 5 minutes on high. 
Flip over and microwave for 5 
minutes more or until tender. 
Do the same for the second 
potato. While they are still 
hot, cut the potatoes in half 
and scoop out the middle 
into a 1-cup measuring cup. 
You need 1 cup of packed, 
cooked potato. If you need 
more, microwave the third 
potato to make up the differ-
ence. Run the 1 cup of potato 
through a potato ricer and 
smash with a fork. 

In a bowl, whisk together the 
eggs. Add the potato and stir 
vigorously. Stir in the corn, 
yogurt, salt, and pepper and 
add 2 tablespoons of all-pur-
pose flour until a thick batter 

forms. If the batter is runny, 
add the third tablespoon of 
flour. 

Spray a nonstick pan with 
cooking spray and heat over 
medium heat. Drop 2 tea-
spoons’ worth of batter in the 
pan for each fritter, pressing 
down to make a round of 1½ 
to 2 inches. Fry until golden 
brown and then flip the frit-
ters and continue frying until 
golden brown on the other 
side, about 1 to 2 minutes on 
each side. 

Toss the tomatoes, balsamic 
vinegar, and olive oil together 
in a small bowl. Season with 
salt and pepper to taste.

Crumble or smear about a 
teaspoon of goat cheese on 
a fritter and then top with to-
mato along with a basil leaf.
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PARCHMENT AND SHEET PAN SET $36.95 kingarthurflour.com

VERMONT TARTS

makes 12 pastries

2 large sweet onions

1 tart apple

1 tablespoon olive oil

1 tablespoon maple syrup

1 pinch cayenne pepper

salt and pepper, to taste

2 sheets frozen puff pastry

1 russet potato, sliced  
into very thin rounds

8 ounces semi-hard Alpine-style 
cheese (I used Spring Brook 
Farm’s Tarentaise) or high- 
quality aged cheddar cheese

1 packet smoked bacon,  
cooked until crisp

fresh thyme, to garnish

Preheat oven to 375ºF. Line two sheet pans with parchment paper. 
Set aside.

Cut onions in half and cut into ⅛-inch-thick half rounds. Cut the 
apple in half and core. Slice into ⅛-inch-thick half rounds.

In a heavy skillet, add the olive oil. Heat over medium-low heat. Add 
the onions and apples. Sauté over medium heat for 5 minutes and 
then add maple syrup and cayenne. Continue to sauté until cara-
melized, about 15 minutes. Season with salt and pepper. Set aside.

Unfold the puff pastry sheets and cut three strips along the fold 
marks. Cut each strip in half. Dock the individual rectangle (using 
a fork, poke holes in the puff pastry) and divide evenly among the 
sheet pans. Bake for about 5 minutes or until the pastry puffs and 
just starts to brown.

Add 2 slices of potato to each pastry rectangle, leaving a small 
amount of the edge exposed. Divide the onion/apple mixture 
among the pastries and return to the oven to bake until the pastries 
are deep golden-brown. Divide the cheese among the tarts and 
briefly return to the oven to melt the cheese. Break off the bacon, 
sprinkle over the finished pastries, and garnish with a small amount 
of thyme. Serve warm.

S’MORES BROWNIES

serves 12

For the graham cracker crust:

1 packet graham crackers  
(9 whole crackers)

1 tablespoon sugar

1 pinch salt

2 ounces unsalted  
butter, melted 

For the brownie batter:

½ cup unsweetened,  
Dutch processed cocoa  
powder (I used Cacao  
Barry’s Extra Brute)

¼ cup all-purpose flour

½ teaspoon salt

¼ teaspoon baking powder

¾ stick unsalted butter  
(3 ounces)

½ cup sugar

¼ cup brown sugar

2 ounces bittersweet chocolate 
morsels (like Ghirardelli 60%)

2 tablespoons hot,  
freshly brewed coffee

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

1 large egg, room temperature

3 cups mini marshmallows

Preheat the oven to 325ºF. Spray a Baker’s Edge nonstick 
brownie pan or 9-by-13-inch pan with nonstick baking spray. 
Set aside.

Crush the graham crackers into a fine powder and stir in the 
sugar and salt. Add the butter and stir until combined. Press the 
graham cracker crust in an even layer into the pan. 

In a small bowl, whisk together the cocoa powder, flour, salt, and 
baking powder. 

In a heavy-bottomed saucepan, combine the butter, both sug-
ars, the bittersweet chocolate, coffee, and vanilla. Stir continu-
ously over low heat until the butter, sugars, and chocolate have 
completely melted and slightly thickened. Remove from the 
heat while continuing to stir for 30 seconds to dissipate some 
of the heat.

Whisk the egg in a small bowl and add a small amount of the 
hot melted chocolate mixture to the egg while whisking con-
stantly to keep the egg from cooking. Add this mixture to the 
remaining chocolate mixture, whisking until the egg is incorpo-
rated. Sift the cocoa/flour mixture over the melted chocolate 
mixture and stir until smooth. Pour the brownie mixture over 
the graham cracker mixture and bake for 20 to 25 minutes or 
until a toothpick inserted into the brownie comes out with only 
a few moist crumbs. 

Remove the brownies from the oven and increase the heat to 
broil. Sprinkle the tops of the brownies with the mini marshmal-
lows and brown under the broiler for a few seconds. 
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Filled with delicious recipes! 

LARGE SERVING BOWL ceramic in 

cherry by Staub $34.99 surlatable.

com NAPKIN Holmes multi-stripe 

$25/set of four, thebay.com

SWEET-SALTY-KICKY KETTLE CORN

serves 4

¼ cup neutral vegetable or peanut oil

½ cup popcorn kernels

¼ cup granulated sugar

¼ teaspoon cayenne pepper

¾ teaspoon salt

Preheat oven to 375ºF. Line two sheet  
pans with parchment paper. Set aside.

In a large, heavy-bottomed pan with a lid, heat the oil over medium/
medium-high. Add 3 kernels of corn and once they've popped, add 
the sugar and cayenne pepper and stir constantly until the sugar 
starts to melt. Add the remaining popcorn kernels and continue to 
stir constantly until the first few kernels start to pop. Add the lid and 
continue popping over the heat, shaking the pan back and forth con-
stantly (NOT up and down) until the popping slows down. Take the 
popcorn from the heat, continuing to shake the pot all the while, and 
transfer the popped corn to a large bowl. Continue shaking the pan, 
otherwise, the sugar will burn. Season with salt to taste.

BUTTERSCOTCH/CHOCOLATE BUDINO 

(ITALIAN PUDDING)

serves 10

4 cups half-and-half

10 egg yolks

1 cup dark brown sugar

½ cup cornstarch

1 tablespoon vanilla extract

¼ teaspoon salt

¼ cup bittersweet chocolate

1 cup heavy cream or  
whipping cream, to finish

2 tablespoons confectioner’s  
sugar, to finish

Place 10 small jars of 4 to 5 ounces or demitasse 
cups on a sheet pan and set aside.

In a large saucepan, bring the half-and-half to 
a simmer.

In the bowl of a stand mixer fitted with the whisk 
attachment or in a large bowl, whisk together 
the egg yolks, brown sugar, cornstarch, vanilla, 
and salt until very smooth. Slowly and carefully, 
pour the hot half-and-half into the yolk mixture, 
pouring the half-and-half down the side of the 
bowl and making sure to whisk constantly. Once 
everything is combined and smooth, return the 
mixture to the saucepan and whisk constantly 
over medium heat until the mixture thickens to 
the consistency of thick mayonnaise, making 

sure not to allow the mixture to boil vigorously.

Immediately fill each prepared jar/demitasse 
cup about half to three-quarters full. Add the 
chocolate to the remaining budino/pudding in 
the saucepan and stir until melted. Divide the 
chocolate budino among the small jars and then 
cover each with a small amount of plastic wrap, 
making sure the plastic wrap touches the ex-
posed pudding so a skin doesn’t form. Refriger-
ate until cool and set, about ½ hour to 1 hour.

Whisk together the heavy cream or whipping 
cream and the confectioner’s sugar until you 
achieve medium/stiff peaks. Top the cooled 
puddings with the whipped topping and serve.

“Let Them Eat Cake” by Gesine Bullock-Prado 

$35 domino.com/winter15
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Designer Timothy Brown brings his inner 

circle together for a hearty winter feast.

supper club

Setting a living room coffee table with pre-dinner snacks 
allows guests to easily nosh and mingle at the same time. 

SOFA custom, timothybrownstudio.com ART photographs by Dan Jones, tullaboothgallery.com FLOOR 

LAMP vintage, wright-now.com FRENCH MILKING STOOL vintage, robertaltmanllc.com STOOL/SIDE TABLE 

wooden, ralphpucci.com COFFEE TABLE by Joe D’urso, vintage, 1stdibs.com LAMP vintage, from R. E. Steele 

Antiques CANDLEHOLDERS glass, vintage, from Bloom Antiques in Sag Harbor VASES tortoisegeneralstore.com
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photographs by MICHAEL LUCAS     

text by CAROLINE BIGGS    

styling by TIMOTHY BROWN

southern comforts

Once a month, Tennessee native Timothy Brown sets his daily 

responsibilities aside and hosts a casual Sunday dinner in his 

Manhattan apartment for his closest companions. Over Italian 

wines and Campari- and Espolòn-infused cocktails, guests like 

Kate Reynolds of Studio Four NYC and Zak Profera of Zak+Fox 

nosh on goat cheese and fig hors d’oeuvres while catching up on one 

another’s lives. For his most recent dinner, Brown, an avid cook, 

prepared a seasonally sound menu with marinated chicken, oven-

roasted carrots, rosemary-seasoned potatoes, and pecan pie—warm 

and welcome antidotes to the chilly weather outside. “It’s a great 

excuse to take a break with friends,” Brown says. “And few things 

are more enjoyable than entertaining loved ones at home.”

Brown in his New York City apartment.

Brown suggests setting 
up a self-serve bar to 

make guests feel more 
comfortable and relaxed.

TRAY Danish teak, vintage, 

from New York flea 

market WATER GLASSES by 

Jasper Morrison $9 each, 

store.alessi.com
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PECAN PIE 

serves 8

roll-out puff pastry

1 cup sugar 

½ cup Karo syrup 

¼ cup butter 

3 eggs, well beaten 

1 cup pecans

Brown family recipe!

Brown embellished the 
supper scene with bundles of 
seedpods and berry stems.

DINNERWARE Maison from  

$9.95, crateandbarrel.com  

DISHES painted, found in  

Jalisco, Mexico VASES  

vintage, robertaltmanllc.com

CARROTS

serves 6 to 8

1 pound carrots

¼ cup olive oil

sea salt, to taste

fresh cracked pepper, to taste

¼ cup fresh rosemary, chopped

¼ cup fresh thyme leaves, chopped

Wash the carrots thoroughly and cut lengthwise in 
half. Place on a roasting pan lined with wax paper. 
Drizzle with olive oil and add sea salt and pepper. 
Sprinkle with rosemary and thyme. 

Depending on the oven heat, cook on 325ºF for 15 
to 20 minutes until the carrots are tender and their 
tips are crispy. 

After removing from the oven, drizzle with a little 
more olive oil and add sea salt to taste.

Unroll the puff pastry 
on a pie dish. Mix the 
other ingredients and  
place on the puff pas-
try. Bake at 400ºF for 
10 minutes. Then re-
duce the heat to 350ºF 
and continue baking 
for 30 to 35 minutes. 
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uptown 
social 
Art aficionado Blair Voltz Clarke throws 

a midday celebration to mark the 

opening of her Upper East Side gallery.

photographs by JENNY J NORRIS    text by CAROLINE BIGGS

BLOUSE silk charmeuse $665 moskov.co
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creative affairs

Last October, after curating private art 

projects all over the world, Blair Voltz 

Clarke finally opened her first brick-

and-mortar—and eponymous—gallery in 

the heart of New York City’s Upper East 

Side. To commemorate a successful first 

year of showings and collaborations, 

she brought together some of its choice 

artists and supporters for a stylish 

afternoon soiree inside the space. 

Guests such as Moskov fashion designer 

Khristine Mejia Catacutan and interior 

decorator Anna Burke noshed on 

homegrown dishes from neighborhood 

favorite August while admiring colorful 

artworks from Holland Cunningham, 

Sara Genn, and Natasha Law. The 

simple tablescapes included paintbrush 

place settings, abstract paintings by 

Cunningham, and white amaryllis floral 

bouquets from L’Olivier—allowing the 

cocktails and cuisine to take center 

stage. “The artists we represent here are 

more like family,” Clarke explains. “So 

it was a no-brainer to host a celebration 

here to wrap up a remarkable first year.”

Miniature artworks by artist 
Holland Cunningham adorned 
each guest’s place setting. 

Clarke hosts hip pop-up shows and parties in the 

gallery’s airy space.

CENTERPIECES white amaryllis 

accented with variegated lily grass, 

lolivier.com FLATWARE Fairfax by 

Gorham, antique LINENS matouk.

com ART (place settings) paintings 

by Holland Cunningham

DRESS chantilly lace, chiffon, and silk crepe 

$3,975 moskov.co ART “Double Stripe Set 

Clipped” painting by Laura Mosquera
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GRILLED SHRIMP SALAD  

WITH YUZU RANCH DRESSING

serves 1

2½ cups baby greens, mixed

¼ cucumber, sliced

5 shrimp, seasoned with salt,  
black pepper, and olive oil; grilled

¼ cup shallots, fried 

few sprigs of parsley

For the yuzu ranch dressing:

1 cup mayonnaise

1 cup crème fraîche

½ cup dill

½ cup shallots, chopped

1 teaspoon yuzu kosho

2 tablespoons lemon juice

salt, to taste

Mix all ranch dressing ingredients in a 
medium bowl and reserve.

Mix the baby greens and cucumber 
in a large bowl. Add 2 tablespoons of 
the ranch dressing and toss together. 
Place on a medium plate. Put the 
shrimp on top. Garnish with the fried 
shallots and parsley.

FESTIVE FARE
Chef Josh Eden of August 
shares a snippet of his 
seasonal menu. 
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Belvedere mixologists served up crisp 
concoctions, including a signature martini. 

BLAIR VOLTZ CLARKE 
DISHES OUT HER  

MOST IMPORTANT  
ENTERTAINING ADVICE: 

Prep ahead, always. 
• 

Get out of your kitchen— 
it’s your party, too! 

• 
Rethink your party favors. 
It isn’t about the cost but  

the personal meaning. 
• 

If the lunch or dinner is seated,  
never sit spouses next to each other.  

• 
Don’t skimp on dessert— 

it’s just as important as the main course!  
• 

Inexpensive, small votives add  
ambience to any setting. Be sure not  

to place them too high on bookshelves— 
a guest’s hair caught fire  
at our house one year!   

• 
With a large cocktail party,  

something I greatly admire is when  
the hosts stand by the entrance.  

• 
Don’t panic when fine china breaks— 

it’s a sign of a successful party!  

BLOUSE crepe de chine $665 moskov.co

“I’m Good With My 

Hands no. 3” painting 

by Elaina Sullivan

A masterpiece by 
domino's very own 
market editor, Elaina 
Sullivan, adorns the 
gallery space.
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                   Rekindle the nostalgic fervor 
of the season with a curated collection of 
coveted finds—available for purchase on 
domino.com! Prepare to be inspired.   

DOMINO’S 

ULTIMATE

photographs by MICHAEL WILTBANK

styling by ELAINA SULLIVAN
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tangerine  
  tendency
A fierce accumulation of eccentric 
accents—and a fearless palette.

1. BOTTLE OPENER by Brendan 

Ravenhill for Areaware  

$12 domino.com/gifts

2. GRADIENT PUZZLE by  

Bryce Wilner for Areaware  

$18 domino.com/gifts

3. THE TRUMAN RAZOR  

$10 harrys.com

4. MARIGOLD CALENDULA SHEA 

BUTTER HAND CREAM by  

The Soap & Paper Factory  

$16 domino.com/gifts

5. MACARONS by Dana’s Bakery 

$30/box of 12, domino.com/gifts

6. SECRET CLUB KEY TAGS  

by Three Potato Four  

$8 domino.com/gifts

7. PHOENIX FACIAL OIL  

by Herbivore Botanicals  

$88 domino.com/gifts

8. CLEANSING OIL by Aster  

& Bay $28 domino.com/gifts

9. IPHONE 6 CASE IN YELLOW  

by Revisit  

$125 domino.com/gifts

10. IPHONE 6 CASE IN ORANGE  

by Revisit  

$125 domino.com/gifts

11. PLAYING CARDS  

by Fredericks & Mae  

$12.95 domino.com/gifts

12. “WHERE CHEFS EAT:  

A GUIDE TO CHEFS’  

FAVORITE RESTAURANTS”  

$24.95 phaidon.com

13. NEW YORK DOUGHNUT MAP  

$8 allyoucaneatpress.com

14. NEW YORK BY-THE-SLICE PIZZA 

MAP $8 allyoucaneatpress.com

15. DREAMS COME CHEW CANDIES  

by QUIN $11 domino.com/gifts

16. “NAILED IT” CARD  

by People I’ve Loved  

$5 domino.com/gifts

17. SPIRAL LOLLIES  

$7.50 ilovebabalu.com

18. COPLAND CUFF by Orly  

Genger by Jaclyn Mayer  

$90 domino.com/gifts

19. MIRA BANGLE by Orly  

Genger by Jaclyn Mayer  

$140 domino.com/gifts

20. BEARD OIL SAMPLER  

by Portland General Store  

$20 domino.com/gifts

21. “ELLSWORTH KELLY”  

by Tricia Paik  

$125 phaidon.com

22. LITERARY PENCIL SET  

$18 theschooloflife.com 

23. NO KID HUNGRY CHEF SERIES 

SILICONE SPATULA by David 

Chang, $12.95 williams-sonoma.

com
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1. BRASS BAR TOOLS IN COCKTAIL 

SOIREE GIFT BOX by Simone LeBlanc 

and Clare V. $225 simoneleblanc.com  

and clarev.com

2. ORTIGIA STUDS by Lulu Frost  

$115 domino.com/gifts

3. LAVENDER CLARY SAGE SOAP  

by The Soap & Paper Factory  

$8 domino.com/gifts

4. ROLAND PINE VOTIVE CANDLE  

by The Soap & Paper Factory  

$11 domino.com/gifts

5. “INDIGOLD COLOR STORY” by 

Stephanie Ryan for Minted  

$20–$325 domino.com/gifts

6. 29 SCARAB NAIL POLISH  

by Habit Cosmetics  

$18 domino.com/gifts

7. CACTUS DRINK STIRRERS  

by California Lustre  

$16 domino.com/gifts

8. SUGAR PINE SHEA BUTTER SOAP  

by The Soap & Paper Factory  

$7 domino.com/gifts
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sage  
influence
An earthy palette of complementary 
shades lends radiant textures and 
evergreen elements.

9. BRASS DESK TRAY by Oji  

Masanori for Kaufmann Mercantile  

$55 domino.com/gifts

10. VINTAGE POSTAGE  

by Underwood Letterpress  

$32/set of 12, domino.com/gifts

11. GREEN GLOW MASK by Aster  

& Bay $25 domino.com/gifts

12. VITAL CLAY $150  

immunocologie.com

13. MIDNIGHT FANTASY MARSHMALLOWS 

by Vivéltre $5.99 domino.com/gifts

14. “THE ART OF GREEK COOKERY” 

(VINTAGE BOOK) by the Women  

of St. Paul’s Greek Orthodox  

Church of Hempstead, NY,  

for Doubleday  

$35 domino.com/gifts

15. PEZ RAIN JACKET IN MOSS by Alex 

Crane $190 domino.com/gifts

16. FOAMING SHAVE GEL $8 harrys.com

11

14
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cerulean 
serenity
A color so calming, it 
comes with a sweeping 
sense of tranquility. 
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1. WOODEN DOOR HANGER 

(stylist’s own)

2. SIGRID CALON NOTECARDS 

by Princeton  

Architectural Press  

$16.95 domino.com/gifts

3. BLUE TANSY SURFACING 

MASK by Herbivore 

Botanicals $48  

domino.com/gifts

4. LAPIS FACIAL OIL ROLLER  

by Herbivore Botanicals 

$26 domino.com/gifts

5. NOTEBOOK IN CHAMBRAY 

by Appointed  

$24 domino.com/gifts

6. “THE KAUFMANN 

MERCANTILE GUIDE: HOW 

TO SPLIT WOOD, SHUCK AN 

OYSTER, AND MASTER OTHER 

SIMPLE PLEASURES”  

by Chronicle Books  

$24.99 domino.com/gifts

7. SKINNY TIE IN BLUE 

CHAMBRAY by Lord and 

Lady $65 domino.com/gifts

8. BLUE PLAYING CARDS  

by Misc. Goods Co.  

$15 domino.com/gifts 

9. CORDTILLA STRIPS  

$32 thisisground.com

10. VINTAGE BLUE POSTAGE  

by Underwood Letterpress 

$32/pack of 12,  

domino.com/gifts

11. ORLA BATH SALTS  

by Captain Blankenship  

$20 domino.com/gifts

12. INDIGO GREETING CARDS  

by Lena Corwin  

$14.99/boxed assortment, 

domino.com/gifts

13. FOREST FACIAL TONIC  

by Marble & Milkweed  

$20 domino.com/gifts

14. KYANITE + QUARTZ 

CLUSTERS by Marble & 

Milkweed $7–$12 domino.

com/gifts

15. HORIZON STUDS by Lulu 

Frost $95 domino.com/gifts

16. ALEX NECKLACE FOR 

MARA HOFFMAN by Orly 

Genger by Jaclyn Mayer 

$185 domino.com/gifts

17. “COOKING FOR ARTISTS”  

by Mina Stone for Kiito-

San $40 artbook.com
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1. FRENCH PRESS by Yield 

$150 domino.com/gifts

2. COCKTAIL SUGAR CUBES 

by Hella Bitters $12.99 

domino.com/gifts

3. BRACELET FLASK 

by Object & Totem 

for Areaware 

$35 domino.com/gifts

4. CLIPPER MONEY CLIP 

by Virginia Sin 

$80 food52.com

5. PEONY BOULE DE NEIGE 

HAND AND BODY LOTION 

by Graybill & Downs 

$32 domino.com/gifts

6. CUP SET IN LEATHER

 AND STEEL by Yield $42 

domino.com/gifts

7. RIVSALT 

$30 kikkerland.com

8. ROSEWATER MIST 

by Aster & Bay 

$26 domino.com/gifts

9. RADIO DOCK by Jonas 

Damon for Areaware 

$24 domino.com/gifts

10. SUPERFOOD CHOCOLATE 

BAR $49/pack of six, aloha.

com

11. CANVAS AND LEATHER 

TRAVEL GAME ROLL 

by Kaufmann Mercantile 

$195 domino.com/gifts

12. COCONUT 

GROVE EARRINGS 

by Lizzie Fortunato 

$365 domino.com/gifts

13. HOPE MONEY CLIP 

by Virginia Sin 

$80 food52.com

14. POST-SHAVE TONIC 

by CRUX Supply Co. 

$24 domino.com/gifts

15. FRANKINCENSE BATH 

SALTS by Violet & Lark 

$16 domino.com/gifts

16. CARIBBEAN ISLAND 

GETAWAY MARSHMALLOWS 

by Vivéltre $5.99 

domino.com/gifts

17. BLACK WALNUT RAZOR 

by Ursa Major 

$36 domino.com/gifts

18. COCO ROSE LIP TINT 

by Herbivore Botanicals 

$24 domino.com/gifts

19. 2016 WALL CALENDAR 

by Appointed 

$28 domino.com/gifts
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ivory  
  candor

A muted aesthetic 
ingeniously revealed 
by a dynamic layer 
of understated hues.
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1. ENAMEL FRYING PAN  

by housefolk  

$38 domino.com/gifts

2. NUMBERS LED CLOCK  

by Areaware  

$120 domino.com/gifts

3. COASTERS IN COCKTAIL 

SOIREE GIFT BOX by 

Simone LeBlanc 

and Clare V. $225 

simoneleblanc.com  

and clarev.com

4. KEY TAG  

by Three Potato Four  

$8 domino.com/gifts

5. LEATHER & BLACKWOOD 

CARPENTER WATCH  

by Analog Watch Co.  

$150 domino.com/gifts

6. DOUBLE CYLINDER 

BRACELET by  

Brandy Pharm  

$295 domino.com/gifts

7. BLACK LAVA  

SALT by ILA  

$25 domino.com/gifts

8. HYALURONIC SERUM 

$195 immunocologie.com

9. FACE SERUM $185 

immunocologie.com

10. KEY RING COMPASS by 

Kaufmann Mercantile 

$39 domino.com/gifts

11. BAMBOO CHARCOAL 

BAR SOAP by Herbivore 

Botanicals  

$12 domino.com/gifts

12. BRASS PENCIL CUP  

by Appointed $85  

domino.com/gifts

11

21

19

24
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black to  
       basics

An assortment 
of sleek 

stunners with a 
signature sliver 
of pronounced 

metallics. 

13

14

15

13. PERFUME OILS  

by Violet & Lark  

$32 domino.com/gifts

14. COMPARTÉS X KELLY 

WEARSTLER HUE 

CHOCOLATE BAR  

$12.95 compartes.com

15. PREHISTORIC EARRINGS 

by Lizzie Fortunato  

$275 domino.com/gifts

16. PIVO SOLID BRASS 

BOTTLE OPENER by 

Kaufmann Mercantile  

$45 domino.com/gifts

17. IPHONE 6 WALLET  

by Bison $85  

domino.com/gifts

18. DOUBLE CYLINDER 

CHOKER  

by Brandy Pharm  

$695 domino.com/gifts

19. FLAT HALF-CIRCLE 

POSTS by Annie  

Costello Brown  

$49 domino.com/gifts

20. FÉMININ FLAT CLUTCH  

by Clare V. $215  

domino.com/gifts

21. NOVA NO. 2 NECKLACE  

by Yield $85 domino.

com/gifts

22. NO. 1 PERFUME SERUM 

by Marble & Milkweed 

$6 domino.com/gifts

23. MINIM PLAYING CARDS  

by Areaware $10  

domino.com/gifts

24. LEOLA RING by Orly 

Genger by Jaclyn Mayer 

$70 domino.com/gifts

10
18

20

23

17
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1. COPPER WATERING CAN by 

housefolk $108 domino.com/gifts

2. ZIP POUCH IN HOUSE PLANT  

by Lizzie Fortunato  

$150 domino.com/gifts

3. SUNGLASS CASE IN HOUSE 

PLANT by Lizzie Fortunato  

$120 domino.com/gifts

4. VINTAGE POSTAGE by 

Underwood Letterpress  

$32/pack of 12, domino.com/gifts

5. ROSE HIBISCUS HYDRATING 

FACE MIST by Herbivore 

Botanicals $32 domino.com/gifts

6. LAVENDER ROSE BATH SALTS  

by Violet & Lark  

$16 domino.com/gifts

7. ROCKWELL/MIDI BAG  

IN MERLOT by Future Glory  

$325 domino.com/gifts

8. WOODEN RULER CUBE  

about $6 hayminimarket.com

9. CORD HANGER STRIPE  

about $23/set of three, 

hayminimarket.com

10. EDGE NOTEBOOK  

about $7 hayminimarket.com

11. KALEIDO TRAY  

about $23 hayminimarket.com

12. 26 SERPENTINE FIRE NAIL 

POLISH by Habit Cosmetics  

$18 domino.com/gifts

13. STRAWBERRY LOLLIPOPS  

by QUIN $6 domino.com/gifts

14. RASPBERRY LOLLIPOPS  

by QUIN $6 domino.com/gifts

15. LILA STUDS IN LIGHT PINK  

by Moon & Lola  

$42 domino.com/gifts

16. MOSCOW MULE SET FOR TWO  

by ACME Party Box Company 

$70 domino.com/gifts

17. WOMEN’S LEATHER HOUSE 

SHOES by Kaufmann Mercantile 

$120 domino.com/gifts

18. EYE SEE HAIR CLIP by Susan 

Alexandra $60 domino.com/gifts

19. BOMBAY BRACELET  

by Susan Alexandra  

$235 domino.com/gifts

20. RAVENSWOOD MACHA SALSA 

$6.99 lafundidora.com

21. NO. 100, CORAZON DE CIEN  

FUEGOS TEA $15 bellocq.com

22. BLUSH SILK SCARF  

by Far & Wide Collective  

$59 domino.com/gifts

23. RED ROSE SAFFRON  

HAND CREAM by The  

Soap & Paper Factory  

$16 domino.com/gifts

11

4

16

7

10

21

23

1
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plum  
  paradise

A passionate 
compilation of moody 
details accentuated by 
ethereal undertones.

6

15

14

12
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8
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Five pairs of designer pals share 
more than a mutual love of interiors. 

text by CAROLINE BIGGS
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Mary McDonald 
+ Nathan Turner
LOCATION:  Pink’s Hot Dogs | 
Los Angeles   

“I met Nathan at Hollyhock (Suzanne 

Rheinstein’s shop) after he’d just moved 

to Los Angeles. He walked right up to 

me, gave me the up-and-down look, 

and then told me I had it all going on. It 

made me chuckle. We had some karmic 

draw and within days he’d practically 

moved into my place. He is a great 

travel companion—always open to new 

adventures—and an excellent cook. He 

loves to laugh and knows to not take 

life so seriously. There is no one more 

pleasant to be around.” —Mary McDonald 

The iconic food stand is a 
shared guilty pleasure of 
McDonald’s and Turner’s. 
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Gibbons (left) and Colding 
in her client’s Lefferts 
Gardens brownstone.

MIRROR Norma, madegoods.

com SHORT HEXAGON 

CONTAINER brass $60 

michelevarian.com
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Danielle Colding 
+ Nicole Gibbons
LOCATION:  Colding’s Client’s 
Parlor | New York City   

“It’s so funny because neither of us can 

remember where exactly we met the first 

time. But we really bonded when we both 

participated in Housing Works’ Design on 

a Dime in 2013. We would constantly visit 

each other’s vignettes and encourage 

each other. From there, our friendship just 

blossomed. She is a powerhouse inside 

a soft and friendly exterior. She’s also 

incredibly resourceful and driven. Her 

career is something she has focused on 

and made happen in quite an exceptional 

way in a very short period of time. I 

admire her and commend her chutzpah!” 

—Danielle Colding

We’re part 

of a group of 

women of color 

in design,” 

Gibbons explains. 

“We get together 

regularly to 

talk shop, share 

resources, and 

build camaraderie.
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Joe Lucas + 
Amanda Nisbet
LOCATION:  Nisbet’s Personal 
Office | New York City   

“I love Amanda’s bright and bold use of 

color. She’s never afraid to take that leap 

both personally and professionally. You 

can’t run into her on the street without 

seeing her in some shade of hot pink, 

avocado green, wisteria purple, or a burst 

of yellow. She can put anything together 

and make it look amazing. And her shoe 

collection is to die for. She dresses like 

her design work and it’s always beautiful. 

I’d have her on my arm any day or night. 

She brings out the best in me and all we 

do is laugh hysterically together. Oh, and 

drink. We drink a lot together!” 

—Joe Lucas

Everybody wants Everybody wants 

to be friends 

with Joe, truly,” 

Nisbet says. “He 

is talented, good-

looking, energetic, 

and wickedly funny. 

I love a funny man. 

He inspires me to 

keep going and keep going and 

never give up.never give up.
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Lucas and Nisbet 
inside the office of her 
Manhattan design studio.

LAMPSHADE grass cloth, 

custom, illumenyc.

com FLOOR LAMP glass 

and brass, vintage, by 

Hansen, 1stdibs.com ART 

“Mad Love” painting, 

kerrirosenthalart.com SOFA 

vintage, spindlerantiques.

com UPHOLSTERY (sofa) 

Stark fabric by Albert Menin 

Interiors, starkcarpet.com
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Caleb Anderson 
+ Bennett Leifer
LOCATION:  Anderson’s Client’s 
Living Room | New York City   

“Caleb and I met at DIFFA’s Dining By 

Design this past year. We were both 

invited to sit at Robert Allen’s table and 

became fast friends. We share a love of 

the history of design and really focus on 

the minor details of our crafts. His work 

is so intricate and beautiful—it pushes 

me to try new techniques and keeps me 

inspired.” —Bennett Leifer

I remember looking up I remember looking up 

his website after we first 

met and my jaw dropped 

to the floor,” Anderson 

says. “This guy who was so 

easygoing and friendly was 

also ridiculously talented...also ridiculously talented...

truly the real deal.truly the real deal.
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Anderson (left) and Leifer inside a client’s 
residence in the Baccarat building.

ART painting by Friedel Dzubas SOFA 

Macalester in Vance indigo $2,499 

roomandboard.com FLOOR LAMP Metier in 

vintage brass $329 restorationhardware.comJ
O

Y
 S

O
H

N



Villalobos describes Desio’s dining 
room as “monochromatic with a bang.”

ART “Guns” photographs, marcvalesella.

com TABLE Mirto by Antonio Citterio, 

bebitalia.com FLOOR LAMP Arco by 

Achille and Pier Giacomo Castiglioni 

$2,995 usa.flos.com
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Mercedes Desio + 
Alberto Villalobos 
LOCATION:  Desio’s Dining Room | 
New York City   

“Mercedes and I met at NYSID and we 

immediately got along. We started working 

together during school and opened our 

design firm, Villalobos Desio, as soon as 

we finished our studies. By now, we are 

like an old married couple; we’ve worked 

together for eight years. She is one of the 

most avid readers whom I have ever met, 

and her passion for literature, art, and history 

has been nothing short of inspirational 

and helpful for our team projects. Plus, 

she always knows the fun, dirty secrets of 

historical figures.” —Alberto Villalobos

He’s indirectly taught 

me to see certain design 

elements differently,” 

Desio says. “Small details 

that I would have likely 

overlooked before.
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Illustrator Joana Avillez’s Manhattan apartment offers a 
clever mix of her hip heritage and inner artistry.

A vintage chaise lounge is framed by a retro Noguchi floor lamp and modernist paintings by David Diao.

GIRL

CHAISE LOUNGE vintage KILIM PILLOWS vintage FLOOR LAMP Akari light sculpture $1,175 shop.noguchi.org 

ART (above chaise) paintings by David Diao, whitney.org



Avillez at home in 
her TriBeCa loft. 

photographs by JOY SOHN   text by CAROLINE BIGGS   interior design by JOANA AVILLEZ 
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Avillez’s father built her sleek—and 
easily dismantled—dining table by 
simply placing a varnished board of 
wood atop two sawhorses. 

“The key to having a successful 
in-home studio is turning your 
desk away from your bed,” 
says Avillez—who’s drawn for 
the likes of Lena Dunham, 
Joan Didion, and Vanity Fair.

TILE loja-descobrimentos.

com BOWL porcelain $135 

isabelhalley.bigcartel.com

PEDESTAL TABLE Nelson $699 store.

hermanmiller.com DESK LAMP LC task light 

$250 glamox.com FLAT FILE 5-drawer model 

in steel by Safco $915 stacorflatfiles.com
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free spirit
Although she’s technically only called it 

home for the last five years, Joana Avillez’s 

TriBeCa loft has been a part of her life for 

decades. Once a noodle factory in the 1970s, 

the space was then used by her artist father, 

Martim Avillez, as an office to publish his 

influential cultural magazine, Lusitania. In 

August 2010, Avillez moved into the pad with 

her pup, Pepito, and worked her own creative 

magic on the place. The loft is essentially 

one large room—encompassing everything 

from sleeping quarters to a kitchen and work 

studio—and Avillez managed to carefully 

carve out separate nooks without cluttering 

or compromising the airy flow. Handcrafted 

additions such as convertible tables, 

retractable furniture, and built-in bookshelves 

forge functional enclaves throughout the 

otherwise open area. “The space is defined by 

use, not walls,” Avillez explains. “It keeps the 

atmosphere unrestrained but orderly.”

A bentwood chair that once belonged 
to artist Louise Bourgeois—still bearing 
paint splatters from her studio—flanks 
a salvaged marble bistro table. 

Artworks from friends and 
family surround an old desk 
from Portugal that Avillez 
uses as a dresser.

CANDLESTICKS cazavellasloreto.com.pt

VASE cassiegriffin.com
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innate innovator
Although most of Avillez’s own illustrations 

are done with a simple ballpoint pen, her 

home is enlivened with a mixed medley of 

art created by her talented family and inner 

circle. Works from friends such as Dike 

Blair, Jason Polan, and Leah Reena Goren 

can be found among heirloom paintings, 

inherited objects—including a sculpture of a 

ship that was made and gifted to Avillez by 

her father—and her own personal drawings. 

“I feel like the space was designed to 

inspire someone to get up and be creative,” 

Avillez says. “There’s a strong sense of 

imagination in the air.”

A folding Murphy bed can be 
hidden with ease inside the loft’s 

built-in bookshelves. 

Treasures such as hand-painted ceramic figurines and an 
Art Deco glass sculpture by René Lalique can be found 

adorning the dresser tops of Avillez’s apartment. 

QUILT Audree pom-pom in natural 

$199–$249 ballarddesigns.com

ART painting by Eduardo Bartarda  

FIGURINE ceramic, shop.leahgoren.com
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A portrait 
of Avillez’s 
grandmother 
Yvonne Thomas—
done by Serbian 
artist and friend 
Milena Pavlović-
Barili—rests 
above a filing 
cabinet found  
on the street. 
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For their first home 
together, Mary 

Nelson Sinclair and 
Matthew Cruise 
combined their 
skillful styles to 
form an artfully 
inspired space.

photographs by MICHAEL LUCAS  text by CAROLINE BIGGS   

interior design by MARY NELSON SINCLAIR AND MATTHEW CRUISE



The sprightly hue of the main living space’s chartreuse 
sofa complements Sinclair’s artwork hanging above.
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A lilac-colored console with snake-shaped handles was custom made for 
the space by Cruise. “His furniture strikes a balance between his masculine 

sensibility and my feminine style,” states Sinclair. 



opening act
Last February, after nearly two years of dating, 

artist Mary Nelson Sinclair and her furniture-maker 

boyfriend, Matthew Cruise, decided it was time to 

take the next step and make the move to Brooklyn 

together. They happened upon the second floor of a 

three-level row house in Greenpoint (just steps away 

from Sinclair’s art studio) and poured over the best 

way to maximize the railroad-style layout. Cruise—

who was trained and mentored by interior designer 

Billy Cotton—convinced Sinclair that a dark paint 

palette was the perfect way to open up narrow rooms 

by adding a sense of depth and dimension. The couple 

then covered the living, dining, and bedroom walls 

and ceilings with a sultry hue of deep blue-black to 

forge a sophisticated backdrop that carries throughout 

most of the abode. “I’d always thought that dark walls 

would feel dull and cold,” Sinclair explains. “But, to 

my surprise, they warmed up the space and made the 

apartment feel more tailored and mature.”

Sinclair opted for floral-printed curtains to break 
up the solid gray walls of the living room. 

Cruise and 
Sinclair at home 
in Greenpoint, 
Brooklyn.

ART (above console) marynelsonsinclair.com CONSOLE 

Nelson, corbincruise.com COFFEE TABLE Nelson, 

corbincruise.com FABRIC (curtains) Rosa Blue, about 

$115/meter, imogenheath.com SOFA Joplin, kimsalmela.

com ART (above sofa, left) “Assemblage No. 2” by Mary 

Nelson Sinclair $325–$425 domino.com/winter15 ART 

(above sofa, right) “Assemblage No. 3” by Mary Nelson 

Sinclair $325–$425 domino.com/winter15
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A vintage folding game table adds a retro 
vibe and ample seating for dinner guests.

supporting cast
After setting a polished stage, the duo filled 

the home with furnishings that drew from 

their own creative skills as well as the 

talents of their inner circle. For starters, 

Cruise, the founder and principal designer 

behind custom furniture company Corbin 

Cruise, crafted a handful of practical 

pieces—steel shelves in the dining room and  

storage benches in the den—to streamline 

the space with functionality. Next, Sinclair 

contributed a few of her own paintings 

as well as beloved works by close friends 

such as Sally King Benedict, Paul Wackers, 

and Katherine March Driscoll. Lastly, the 

pair mixed in a plethora of eclectic prints 

and textiles they’d found throughout their 

global travels to personalize the place with 

meaningful mementos. “We really pushed 

ourselves in new directions,” Sinclair says 

of working with Cruise. “He opened my 

eyes to the importance of finding a balance 

in color, furniture, and life.”

LIGHT 5 Stick Pick Up Horizontal, 

billycotton.com ART (abstract) 

marynelsonsinclair.com GAME TABLE 

vintage, shop.scoutdesignstudio.

com BAMBOO CHAIRS vintage, 

twojakes.com COWHIDE vintage

TABLE LAMP Block 2 $357 

visualcomfortlightinglights.

com BAR CART South Seas 

by Serena & Lily $495 

domino.com/winter15
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The Serena & Lily bamboo 
bar cart showcases the 
couple’s collection of 

international keepsakes.



The built-in banquette bench in the 
breakfast nook—another custom creation 
from Cruise—opens up for extra storage. 

ART (far left) “Assemblage No. 1” by Mary Nelson Sinclair $325–$425 domino.com/

winter15 ART (green scribble) “Green & Cerulean Motion Study” by Mary Nelson Sinclair 

$325–$425 domino.com/winter15 ART (purple scribble) “Lilac & Raw Sienna Motion Study” 

by Mary Nelson Sinclair $325–$425 domino.com/winter15 ART (bottom right) sallybenedict.

com PENDANT Globe $79–$129 westelm.com TABLE Docksta in white $179 ikea.com
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DON’T BE AFRAID TO MIX 

PRINTS AND PATTERNS,” 

SINCLAIR SAYS. “IF YOU 

SYNC UP SIMILAR COLORS, 

YOU’LL FIND THAT JUST 

ABOUT ANYTHING WORKS.

Sinclair's 
artwork is 
available on 
domino.com! 

A beaded Moroccan wedding blanket doubles as a bedroom wall tapestry.

SINCLAIR SHARES HER 
PAINTERLY TIPS FOR 
LAYERING COLOR IN A ROOM

Pick a bold color as the focal point for the 
room—the sofa is a good place to start. Use 
that color as a guiding light for other fabric or 
rug decisions. You’re good to go if things don’t 
totally clash with that color.

Patterned fabrics are great for diffusing 
bold colors like acid green or purple. 

Treat your walls like a canvas—try neutrals 
or any shade of gray. Dark is still neutral!

Find a color combination that you love, 
whether in a painting or a patterned textile. 

Trust yourself—if you are drawn to it, use it!

Embrace natural materials: marble, wood, 
bamboo, etc. They will ground the bold 
colors and craziness that’s going on.

TABLE LAMP industrial task $99 westelm.com 

DUVET COVER Marlowe in ocean $324–$399 matouk.com
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For their family’s first Los 
Angeles home, Ben and 

Jolene Kraus merged a love 
of design with the needs of 

their budding brood. 

photographs by TESSA NEUSTADT  text by CAROLINE BIGGS  interior design by BEN AND JOLENE KRAUS

form
FUNCTION
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The Krauses scored several of the pieces 
in their living room—including the pair of 
swivel chairs and retro sofa that Jolene 
reupholstered—on Craigslist.

PILLOW Tiger Stripes $125 parkstudiola.

com PILLOW Cobalt Steps $125 parkstudiola.

com RUG Darcy $525–$792, onekingslane.com  

LAMP Penngrove $600 parkstudiola.com
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Jolene carved out a small reading 
nook in the master bedroom 
using a sleek walnut chair and a 
space-savvy hanging lamp. 

A Tate Gallery print purchased at a flea market perches on 
a vintage chest of drawers found on Etsy. 

 A woven textile decorates the sleek bar area.   

BIG PICT U R E

Just over a year ago, after getting the news that 

their firstborn was on the way, Jolene and Ben 

Kraus knew it was time to get a grown-up house 

to match their growing family. Having also 

recently launched their own lighting and interior 

design company, Park Studio, the busy pair was 

thrilled to find a two-story, English cottage–style 

spread big enough to hold the soon-to-be clan of 

three. The next step was filling the space with 

babyproof furnishings that wouldn’t compromise 

their design-forward aesthetic: wool rugs, 

lacquered tables, and even a leather-clad Eames 

chair. “We wanted to create a home that was 

comfortable but with a designer edge,” Jolene 

explains. “So I made sure to dress timeless pieces 

with durable—and cleanable—materials.”

CHAIR Loft $2,282 bernhardtdesign.

com LAMP Perry light $400 

domino.com/winter15

TEXTILE by Revivir $282 etsy.com

CHEST by HouseCandyLA, vintage $200 etsy.com  

ART Tate Gallery print, vintage $40 whiteelephantsale.org
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One of the duo’s chic lighting 
fixtures, the Petaluma, hangs 
above the dining room table.

Park Studio designs are  

     a domino.com favorite! DINING TABLE Thomas, 

noirfurniturela.com CHAIRS 

About A Chair $400 each, 

aplusrstore.com LAMP Petaluma 

light $685 domino.com/

winter15 RUG (similar to shown) 

Latimer shaggy ivory blue by 

NuLOOM $250–$672 domino.

com/winter15



HOM E- GROW N

In addition to using several light fixtures 

and accessories from their Park Studio 

line, the Krauses took care to speckle 

the abode with pieces they salvaged at 

local flea markets, secondhand stores, 

and estate sales. Furnishings such as the 

lounge chairs in the living room, bedside 

tables, and their beloved bar cart were 

all sourced nearby and brought back to 

life with new upholstery or fresh coats of 

paint. The innovative couple also made 

a point of crafting their own artwork 

to decorate the space—most of which 

they made together during one of their 

many weekend dates—including framed 

textiles, hand-painted pictures, and even 

portraits sketched from chalk. “Every 

piece tells a story,” Jolene says. “Whether 

about the time we spent making the 

piece or the neighborhood place we found 

it in—each has a history.”

Jolene Kraus and her husband, 
Ben, at home in Oxford Square.

A vintage headboard re-covered in rusty orange linen 
adds an earthy, organic touch to the master bedroom. 

FABRIC (headboard) Warsa in mustard, $10.85/yard, mcssl.

com DUVET COVER vintage linen $292 matteohome.

com BLANKET Angela $200 carolinezhurley.com SIDE TABLES 

by HouseCandyLA, vintage $150/pair, etsy.com PAINT (side 

tables) Studio Green (No. 93) $8/sample pot, us.farrow-ball.com
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A guest bedroom filled with neutrals 
sets a relaxing scene for visitors. 

PILLOW Mesa $150 parkstudiola.

com TABLE Oval Egg occasional 

by Barbara Barry, hbf.com ART 

dorothymessenger.com LAMP Jesup  

by Park Studio, domino.com/winter15
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After a decade of West Coast 
living, interior designer Rajaie 

Khoury finds solace in a 
country hideaway.

A 19th-century garden bench offers 
unexpected charm to the entryway. 
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Sepia-toned shots of 1920s 
sports teams are scattered 
throughout the space.

photographs by JENNY J NORRIS  text by CAROLINE BIGGS  interior design by RAJAIE KHOURY



SEASIDE SOL ACE

In 2007, after accepting a job as senior 

designer at Robert Stilin’s firm, Rajaie 

Khoury traded Los Angeles for the 

Hamptons’ dreamy beaches. But rather 

than moving into an oversized beachfront 

property in Montauk or Bridgehampton, 

Khoury opted for a quaint abode in the 

charming port village of Sag Harbor. 

There, he found and fell in love with 

a classic shingle-style house on Main 

Street, built in 1820 by Captain James 

Pierson and complete with enchantments 

of that period—wide plank floors, roomy 

fireplaces, and an enclosed waterfront 

porch. “It’s a magical place that has all 

the sophistication of nearby New York 

City,” says Khoury, “but with the spirit 

of a secluded country house and the 

serenity of coastal living.”
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In the living room, a 
turn-of-the-century trunk 
doubles as a coffee table.

SOFA custom, hollandandsherry.

com PILLOW Khotan Rubia, 

zakandfox.com
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A vintage desk displays some of Khoury’s beloved baubles. 

ART “Bird” print, danrizziestudio.com LAMP Enzo by Roost $393 

lightopiaonline.com SCHOOL DESK vintage, beallandbell.com
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RESIDENTIAL RESORT

After establishing a neutral palette, Khoury filled his rooms with vintage furnishings, artworks, and 

an array of soulful textiles. He also made certain to prep his place for personal leisure, converting a 

spare bedroom into a “book room” filled with his favorite reading materials and utilizing his outdoor 

deck for waterside dinner parties with friends. “The laid-back mood of the home is in keeping with 

its locale,” Khoury says. “When you’re here, you want to breathe, relax, and cherish it.”

In the master bedroom, a custom 
headboard is upholstered in a 
versatile indoor/outdoor fabric.

LAMP Cairo (large) in Egyptian 

alabaster, michaelsmithinc.com FABRIC 

(over headboard) Tulu in umber, 

zakandfox.com LINENS Grande Hotel 

Collection in white/navy, from $38, 

sferra.com BLANKET Swiss Army in 

wool $445 sundancecatalog.com WALL 

COLOR Coastal Fog (976) by Benjamin 

Moore $6.99/pint sample, domino.com/

winter15 ART (behind lamp) vintage 

photograph, nelliesofamagansett.com
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photographs by BRITTANY AMBRIDGE   text by CAROLINE BIGGS   interior design by MARK JAY FREEDMAN 

Mark Jay Freedman’s family home is a colorful oasis 
tucked inside a scenic rural landscape.



A vivid artwork from Erik 
Parker makes a bold entrance 
statement in the foyer.

SOFA Eames compact $5,100 

store.hermanmiller.com PILLOW 

reversible Peace/Love Pop 

in purple and natural $145 

jonathanadler.com
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LIGHT HOUSE
“It feels like living in a grown-up tree house,” artist 

Mark Jay Freedman says of the Westchester County 

home he shares with his wife, Francesca, and daughter, 

Hunter. “It’s the middle of the forest by a lake and 

conjures the spirit of being at camp.” However, when 

Freedman first purchased the home eight years ago, it 

was missing the modern and airy aesthetic that he and 

his wife craved. So he immediately began stripping 

down the space by removing all of its original bulky 

wood paneling and then painted the entire house 

(except his daughter’s room) bright white. The next step 

was to add an ethereal touch—translucent chairs, large 

mirrors, and even curtainless windows—allowing the 

natural light and surrounding environment to shine 

through. Freedman explains, “When you keep the 

physical space simple, it feels both bigger and brighter.”

Freedman with the family’s 
long-haired miniature 

dachshunds, Astrid and Nava.

“I cannot separate my 
work as an artist from 
the space and objects 
with which I surround 
myself,” Freedman says.

ART (rolled tubes of spray-

painted paper) “Leaking the 

Spectrum,” markjayfreedman.

com ART (photographs of 

Heather Locklear) “The Three 

Graces,” markjayfreedman.

com ART (denim sculptures) 

details from “White 

Denim, Dionysus and 

the Black Sunrise,” 

markjayfreedman.com ART 

(wooden object) detail from 

“A Change of Atmosphere,” 

markjayfreedman.com ART 

(bust) detail from “A Western 

Wellspring (Hollywood 

Pink),” markjayfreedman.com
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In the basement work studio, Freedman cleverly 
organized his assortment of paints and figurines 

by color for “easy access and inspiration.”

ART (wooden triangles) work in progress, markjayfreedman.com



A salon-style installation of 
artwork and a sunny yellow 
ottoman punctuate the living 
room’s airy backdrop.

“A library should really only have three 
things: books, art, and a place to sit,” 
Freedman says.

LOUNGE AND OTTOMAN Eames in ivory $4,859 dwr.com RUG Pat Nixon 

Peruvian llama flatweave $1,795–$2,795 jonathanadler.com ART “Cash for Your 

Warhol” screen print by Geoff Hargadon, samuelowen.com ART “The Secret of 

Life” serigraph by Genevieve Gauckler, about $135, eshop.sergeantpaper.com

ART “Meringue” lithograph by 

Will Cotton, paceprints.com 

ART “Eve in Blue Sweater” 

photograph by Russ Meyer, 

markmooregallery.com ART “Old 

Enough to Be My Mother #76” 

painting by Nathan Ritterpusch, 

ericfirestonegallery.com OTTOMAN 

250 Met in Divina 3 936, cassina.com

“CREATING VIGNETTES 

AROUND THE HOUSE IS 

A COOL WAY TO CURATE 

DIFFERENT KINDS OF 

OBJECTS,” FREEDMAN 

SAYS, “AND HELP CREATE A 

RHYTHM FOR THE SPACE.”
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A FEW TIPS FROM 
FREEDMAN FOR 
MAKING YOUR OWN 
GALLERY WALL!

Try to keep the variety of frames to 
a minimum and the colors natural (or 
something that will disappear a bit into 
your wall). That way, the art is the star.

When hanging, instead of centering 
one artwork on top of another, line it 
up on one edge regardless of size. It 
allows for greater flow across the wall. 

Start in the middle of your space and 
work your way out to the sides. This 
will help keep a consistent balance.

Floaty, translucent furnishings, 
such as Ghost chairs and a 
Lucite dining table, open up a 
smaller dining space.

DECALS Space Invaders Re-Stik 

by Blik $38.50 fab.com ART 

“Ahava” silkscreen by Robert 

Indiana, jimkempnerfineart.com 

CLOCK Nelson Eye $490 dwr.

com ART “Under the Volcano” 

digital print by Mark Quinn 

$1,838 manifoldeditions.

com DINING TABLE Saarinen 

$2,064 knoll.com

“Smorkin’ Labbit” prints by 

Frank Kozik, kidrobot.com
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Score this Mark 
Jay Freedman print 

exclusively on domino.com!

MIXED MEDIA
Freedman’s creativity really came into play when organizing 

and incorporating his massive collection of books and 

artwork throughout the three-bedroom home. This included 

transforming an entire room into a library and filling it with 

treasured tomes acquired over a lifetime. Here, the white 

color palette showcases Freedman’s assortment of prints and 

paintings—including his own kaleidoscopic creations as well 

as lively works from artists like Keith Haring, KAWS, and 

Russ Meyer; in addition, gallery-style grids of art have been 

installed on most of the room’s walls. By asymmetrically 

grouping works in similarly hued frames (Freedman suggests 

matching frames to your wall paint to form a floating 

effect), he turned each vignette into its own kind of interior 

masterpiece. “The immutable laws of art—line, shape, color, 

balance—can be applied to all creative endeavors regardless 

of the medium,” Freedman says. “In my eyes, there’s no 

difference between designing a space or crafting a painting.”

A cutout wooden pendant 
lamp and a graphic pillow 
print add geometric elements 
to a toned-down kid’s room.

“And She Was” digital print by Mark Jay Freedman 

$175–$850 domino.com/winter15
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“I have two principles for book placement,” Freedman says. “Art books by spine color  
and literature by genre. They allow for relatively painless adding and subtracting,  

and the color spectrum creates a striking but cost-free display.” 

BOOKCASE glass, custom; hardware, simonsny.com

domino.com THE END



photographs by NINA CHOI  text by CAROLINE BIGGS  interior design by JOSHUA GREENE AND KATRINA HERNANDEZ

Joshua Greene and Katrina 
Hernandez craft a Hollywood 
hacienda filled with inherited 
treasures and plenty of modern edge. 

The living room’s curvy coffee 
table mimics the winding 
shapes of the Spanish 
wrought-iron candelabras.

SOFA Ainsworth, 

brownstoneupholstery.

squarespace.com FABRIC 

Bali in coffee and celadon, 

scalamandre.com ART framed 

vintage Chinese scroll, custom, 

weidmangallery.com BUFFET 

Delphine by Oly Studio $4,250 

houzz.com VESSELS Bash by 

Tom Dixon $245 (small), $400 

(large), gardeshop.com
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A turquoise baroque lamp 
and cobalt crystal glassware 
add pops of color to the 
neutral-toned bar area. 

ART painting of Greene’s 

grandmother Mimi BAR STOOL 

Newbury, hickorychair.com



HEIR APPARENT

Last spring, when Joshua Greene and Katrina Hernandez—co-

founders of the esteemed Manhattan design firm Hernandez Greene—

took on the task of reworking a new California ranch-style home, 

they knew the challenge that lay ahead. Their New York City–based 

clients, who were going bicoastal, needed a comfortable hideout to 

host friends—and, more importantly, to hold their ample assortment 

of heirloom art and furniture. “We had to find a way to incorporate 

their extensive collection of antique objects without making the place 

seem stuffy,” Greene explains. For that, the pair updated pieces by 

reconfiguring their purpose and giving them a fresh new facade. In 

turn, ancient Chinese scrolls were framed and mounted in shadow 

boxes like artwork, vintage china plates were hung in a stylish grid 

across the dining room wall, and old Spanish chairs were re-covered 

in silk-striped fabric for a more contemporary note. “Every room 

features a handful of antiques,” Hernandez adds, “but we reimagined 

their use and tailored them to suit the house’s laid-back aesthetic.”

Clean-lined counter stools lend a simple but 
classic ambience to the kitchen.

Pale Louis XV chairs elegantly 
outline a 10-foot-long, smooth 
gray dining table.

COUNTER STOOLS Dior, noirfurniturela.com SERVING BOARD 

J.K. Adams Heritage $99.95 crateandbarrel.com TILE Savoy in 

bronze in texture $14.46–$18.46/square foot, annsacks.com

LANTERN Darlana in aged iron 

$630 visualcomfortlightinglights.

com DINING TABLE Bern in teak 

$2,695 polyvore.com DINING CHAIR 

Daisy $525 hdbuttercup.com
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BAL A NCING ACT

To further modernize their clients’ impressive 

accumulation of aged furnishings, Greene and 

Hernandez used a playful color palette and 

eclectic global textiles. The adjoining office 

and den are enveloped in rich blue paint to 

brighten and expand the snug spaces. The master 

bedroom’s mahogany bed frame, sandy linen 

walls, and rust-toned rug were inspired by the 

bold shades of California sunsets. Even the 

guest room’s medley of cobalt and navy prints 

draws from the deep hues of an East Asian floor 

covering. “We didn’t shy away from mixing 

styles,” Hernandez says. “We pulled seemingly 

contradictory pieces together with a careful 

balance of like-minded colors and patterns 

throughout the place.”

Tall, rusted geometric mirrors flank a 
large linen and mahogany headboard, 
adding height to the master bedroom.

The master bathroom features a freestanding 
tub as well as an oversized picture window 

that overlooks downtown Los Angeles.

—JOSHUA GREENE

WE WANTED TO CREATE 

A SOPHISTICATED 

ATMOSPHERE THAT DIDN’T 

FEEL TOO PRECIOUS.FEEL TOO PRECIOUS.

LINENS Diamond Cuff in Alpine white/oceans - pewter 

$298–$348 coyuchi.com DUVET COVER Terra in 

champagne $448–$475 matouk.com THROW Salinas 

in bronze $275 matouk.com MIRRORS oversized French 

industrial by Blend Interiors $7,500/pair, 1stdibs.com

BATH Sunstruck $3,156 us.kohler.com
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Low-lying ceilings in the office and den called for a 
uniform shade of vivid paint to open up the spaces.

WALL COLOR Polaris Blue (1649) $6.99/pint sample, store.

benjaminmoore.com VASE red-and-white chinoiserie, 

mixfurniture.com DINING TABLE Emmerson $899–$999 

westelm.com CHAIR Buckle in antique chestnut $895 

restorationhardware.com ART framed antique tooled 

leather purse, custom, weidmangallery.com
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Jules bucket bag in wine 

by Angela Roi $145 

domino.com/winter15

Morning 

Mustard cross-

body bag by 

Angela Roi 

$95 domino.

com/winter15

photographs by MICHAEL WILTBANK 

text by KERRY MOORE

Angela Roi is transforming 

fashionistas into philanthropists.

rainbow 
coalition

Angela and Roi Lee met in 2011 as college students 

in Boston. After bonding over their shared love of 

fashion, the pair started dating and soon formed the 

idea of founding a charity-focused fashion company. 

They launched Angela Roi in 2013, inspired, in part, 

by Angela’s mother’s elegant collection of handbags.  

Although she had no background in fashion design, 

Angela did possess an innate good taste that helped 

her craft a collection of stylish bags offered at 

extremely competitive prices. In the meantime, 

Roi, the business side of the brand, began sourcing 

premium synthetic leathers, allowing the company 

to produce high-quality bags while literally saving 

the hides of countless animals. 

Angela Roi’s especial innovation is its “donate 

by color” endeavor. Inspired by the fact that 

many causes are associated with particular hues 

(Alzheimer’s with purple, HIV/AIDS with red, etc.), 

the company allows consumers to support their 

favorites by purchasing handbags according to their 

shades. “As we educate our customers about causes 

and animal-friendly leather,” says Angela, “we hope 

that people will become more thoughtful about 

buying fashion pieces.”

Angela and Roi Lee pose 
with their handbags at 

Bene Rialto in Manhattan.

Sunday tote II in dark 

green by Angela Roi $150 

domino.com/winter15

V chain cross-body bag in 

ivory by Angela Roi $82 

domino.com/winter15
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10 THINGS
that make          
       me happy

Although we’ve lived here for years, 
IT’S STILL SO SPECIAL TO BIKE 

AROUND AMSTERDAM. The Caféracer - 

Female bicycle $481 dutchdesignonly.com

THIS LAMP 
IS MODERN 

YET CLASSIC. 
Workstead corner lamp 

by housefolk $875 

domino.com/winter15

COLOR 
MAKES A 
HOME LOOK 
CHEERFUL. 
Soukey 

handwoven area 

rug by NuLOOM 

$618 domino.com/

winter15

PERFECT 
FOR KEEPING WARM 

on cold winter nights. 
Fringed stripe throw in tomato 

by Serena & Lily $295 domino.

com/winter15

This black chair, 
with its CLEAN 
LINES AND 
COOL SHAPE, 
IS SIMPLY A MUST. 
Nicolle chair in matte black 

by housefolk $325 domino.

com/winter15

WE LOVE HELMUT 
NEWTON! 

“Helmut Newton: SUMO, 

Revised by June Newton” 

$150 taschen.com

Slim Aarons is one of our favorites, 
and this photo is A WELCOME 
REMINDER OF SUMMER. 
“Eden-Roc Pool” by Slim Aarons 

(archival ink on paper with white frame) 

from Photos.com by 

Getty Images $182–$349 

domino.com/winter15

 WHO: 

Edith Beurskens, 

Josha Jansen, and 

Pien van Wijmen 
(not pictured)

WHERE: 

 Amsterdam 

WHAT: 

Founders of the 

smash Instagram 

feed I Have This 

Thing With Floors

No. 92 Objets d’Amsterdam 
FILLS YOUR HOME WITH 
THE LOVELIEST SCENT. 

No. 92 room spray 

$90 marie-stella-maris.com

F STANDS FOR 
FLOORS (that 
we effing love)! 

Asymmetrical mini 

letter necklace by 

Maya Brenner Designs 

$240 domino.com/

winter15

Of course, we’re passionate 
about the BRIGHT 

COLORS AND SHAPES 
OF BEAUTIFULLY 
TILED FLOORS! 

@ihavethisthingwithfloors
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